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ABSTRACT 

Various perspectiv-es on human emotions are a\ aUable, a majority of 

wliich stiU reflect the perception that "emotionaUh' is the antithesis of 

rationaUtv" (Asliforth & Humplirey, 1995, p. 97). However, there is one 

particidar conception of emotion that distinguishes itseU from prev ious 

emotion theories and rapidly is gaining popularih—the existence of an 

emotional InteUigence (Salov ey & Mayer, 1989-1990). The role that 

emotional IntelUgence pla} s upon indi\ idual perforniiince is the present 

focus of examination. Despite ev idence that components of emotional 

UiteUigence are associated with high performance for BeU Labs engineers 

(KeUey & Caplan, 1993) and MetUfe Insurance agents (SeUgman, 1990), the 

impact of emotional InteUigence per se on performance has not specificalh' 

been measured. With the recent dev elopment of a comprehensive 

emotional UiteUigence scale (Mayer, Caruso, &: Salo\ e\, 1997), it wiU be 

possible to inv estigate more thoroughly this new consti-uct including its 

internal v aUditv. This scale also aUows for an analv sis of the impact of 

emotional InteUigence on individual performance. 

The ciurent study utiUzed a 2 (easy task, difficult task) X 2 (low stiess, 

high stiess) factorial design. Participants first completed two individual 

tasks and then a number of measures that assessed emotional intelligence, 

general InteUigence, empathy, coping, and demographics. Individual 
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performance was assessed with an easy and diffictdt Ust of anagiams (Task 

1) and a set of cognitiv e reasonuig problems (Task 2) administered undei 

low V ersus high time stiess conditions. The objectiv e of this studv was to 

facUitate a more complete understandmg of how general emotional 

InteUigence, along with aU fom- major emotional reasoning processes (i.e., 

appraisal and perception, assiniUation, understanding, and regulation o( 

emotions), affect indiv idual performance across \ arving stiess conditions. 

Also, effects resulting from other variables (i.e., general UitelUgence, 

empathy, and coping) theoreticaUv relev^ant to emotional UiteUigence were 

examUied. 

Restdts indicated that ov eraU emotional UitelUgence does relate to 

performance in that liigher emotional inteUigence is associated with belter 

scores on hvo measures of performance. Emotional inteUigence is 

predictiv e of performance, empathy, and coping. However, whether a 

person's emotional skiUs predict ov er and beyond that of his or her general 

inteUigence is dependent upon whether overaU emotional UiteUigence or its 

components are considered. Empathy's relationship to overaU emotional 

inteUigence previously has been demonstrated, but tliis association was not 

repUcated in this studv . Consequently, empathy failed to correlate with 

performance measures. Furthermore, the present fUidUigs suggest, but 

could not confirm, the notion that emotion regulation and coping are 

theoreticaU}' Uiiked. Clearly, there is a relationsliip between these two 

y i i 



constructs, but the nature of the relationsliip is ambiguous. Furthermore, 

the Multifactor Emotional UiteUigence Scale (MEIS) is the fust 

comprehensive instrument dev eloped to assess a spectium of abiUties 

reflecting this tv pe of inteUigence and can prov ide much utiUtv ui thai both 

the overaU construct and its components may be examined. 
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CHAPTER T 

INTRODUCTION 

Previous studies mentioning emotional inteUigence and performance 

have not examined tliis constiucl in its entirety but rather just one or several 

of the abiUties reflecting emotional inteUigence. This limitation ma} in 

large part be due to the fact that only recently was a comprehensive 

emotional inteUigence scale dev^eloped. Tlius, the prin1ar^' objectiv e of this 

study was to examine all four levels of emotional inteUigence, in addition 

to exploring the overall construct itseU, with the use of this new scale. Not 

onl\ wUl tliis inv estigation delve into the \ aliditv of tliis new assessment 

tool, but an experimental test of how indiv idual performance is moderated 

hv emotional inteUigence ma}' provide testimony to how an Uidividual wUl 

operate under certain conditions. Furthermore, a thorough inv estigation of 

the emotional IntelUgence construct has to involv e empathetic and copmg 

abiUties, which are both theoreticaU}' relevant to emotional inteUigence. 

The next direction in this investigation was to experimentaUy test how 

individual performance is related to emotional inteUigence, empathy, and 

copmg. The information obtamed about individual performance ma} be 

useful in terms of the impUcations it may have for work- and human 

resource-related issues such as personnel recruituig, selection, and tiainmg. 



Emotional InteUigence 

Tlie beUef that "emotionaUtv' was the antithesis of rationalit} " was 

one that pervaded the minds of scholars and researchers for many cenhiiies 

(Ashforth & Humphiey, 1995, p. 97). Despite tiie negatiyit^ that caused 

emotion research to nearh^ disappear in the tiventieth centun, human 

emotions have remained a topic of interest, and critical research has not 

been deterred (Magai & McFadden, 1995). As a result of such activit} , 

v^arious perspectiv^es on human emotions are a\'aUable, a niiijoritv of which 

stUl reflect the perception that emotion is a separate entitv^ from cognition. 

Howev^er, there is one particular conception of emotion that distinguishes 

itseU fiom prev ious emotion theories and rapidly is gaining popularit}—the 

existence of an emotional inteUigence. Dev eloped by Peter Salov'ey and 

John Mav er (1989-1990), the concept of emotional inteUigence is an attempt 

to reconcUe the prev aUing duaUstic v lew of emotions. Indeed, the term 

itseU suggests that the processes of thinking and feeUng co-occur, thus 

provdding dramatic impUcations for past, present, and futme research on 

both emotion and inteUigence. Studying the effects of individual 

differences in emotional UitelUgence quotients wUl supplement the scarce 

Uterature within this particular domain and wUl provide insight into the 

nature of the constiuct and its relationship to performance. 

Clarification of the terminologv' itself is cential and prior to the 

exploration of the effects of emotional inteUigence. Due to the increasing 



popularit} of the concept, mainl} fiom Daniel Goleman's (1995) best-selUng 

book entitled Emofionnl InieUigcncc, mam- definitions have been proposed. 

Howev^er, only one appears to equaUv consider both the emotions and 

inteUigence. According to Mayer iind Salov ev (1997), emotional inteUigence 

reflects not a single trait or abUit}' but rather a composite of a number of 

abUities "hypothesized to contiibute to the accurate appraisal and 

expression of emotion in oneseU and others, the effectiv e regulation of 

emotion m seU and others, iind the use of feeUngs to moti\'ate, plan, and 

achieve in one's Ufe" (Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Salove}' & Ma}'er, 1989-1990, 

p. 185). Furthermore, eniotioniil inteUigence is a form of social UiteUigence 

that inv^olv es "the abUitv to monitor one's own and others' feeUngs and 

emotions, to discriminate among them and to use tliis information to guide 

one's thinking and actions" (Salovey & Mayer, 1989-1990, p. 189). Tliis 

definition is attiacti\'e because it refers to a form of reasoning that takes 

emotions into account and reflects "heightened emotional or mental 

abUities" (Maver & Salovey, 1997, p. 5). InteUigence is inferred fiom the 

"recognition and use of one's own and others' emotional states to solve 

problems and regulate behaviors" (Salovey & Mayer, 1989-1990, p. 189). Tlie 

conceptuaUzation "combines the ideas that emotion makes thinking more 

inteUigent iind that one thinks intelUgentiv about emotions," thus 

prov iding the necessar\' connection betiveen emotion and intelligence 

(Miiyer & Salovey, 1997, p. 5). 



Since the development of then Uiitial definition (Salovey & Ma}'er, 

1989-1990), Salovey and Ma} er were concerned that too much attention had 

been placed upon the perception and regulation of emotions, and not upon 

the cognition or tliinking of emotions. Consequenth , a re\ ised definition 

was dev eloped, proposing that 

eniotioniil UiteUigence inv^olves the abUit^ to perceixe accuratel} , 
appraise, and express emotion; the abUitv^ to access and/or generate 
feelings when tiiey facUitate thought; the abUitx' to understand 
emotion and emotional knowledge; and the abiUtv to regulate 
emotions to promote emotional and inteUectual giowtli. (Maver & 
Salovey, 1997, p. 10) 

Tlie abUities reflecting emotional inteUigence range from basic processes 

such as perceivmg and appraising to more complex, integrated abUities that 

in\ olve the regulation of emotions. The rev ised conceptuaUzation of 

eniotioniil UitelUgence iUustiates how complex abUities hav e evolv ed from 

more basic ones, and how emotional reasoning abiUties can reflect a form of 

inteUigence. IntelUgence is inferred when an individual uses his/her 

emotional reasoning skills to comprehend emotional information and then 

uses tins knowledge to achieve internal growth (Ma}'er & Salove} , 1997). 

The complete framework is presented in Figure 1. Emotionally intelligent 

mdividuals are those capable of performUig a great number of the abUities 

proposed to reflect emotional reasoning and of doing so quickl}' (Ma}-er & 

Salovey, 1997). 
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Importance of Emotional Intelligence in the Workplace 

Although miin}' }'ears ha\ e passed since emotions u ere initial!} 

viewed as negative, the perspective that "emotionaht^' is the antithesis of 

rationahtv" remains strong and influences the nature of the research 

conducted in numerous domains, including the workplace (Berkowitz, 1989; 

Berkowitz & Heuner, 1989; Brenner, 1988; Burrough & Hehar, 1990; Campos 

& Barrett, 1984; Campos, Barrett, Lamb, Goldsmith, & Stenberg, 1983; Eron, 

1987; Eron, Huesmann, Brice, Fischer, & Mermelstein, 1983; Haare, 1986; 

Izard, 1977; Izard & Malatesta, 1987; Kagan, 1982; Lewis & Michalson, 1983; 

Magai & McFadden, 1995; Mainiero, 1986; Singer & Singer, 1985). Since the 

acknowledgment of the role of emotions in the workplace was a recent 

event, literature concerning emotions within the organizational context has 

been limited, often focusing on the potential pitfaUs of emotionahtv. For 

example, emotions have been blamed for the destruction of a famil\'-run 

conglomerate, the catalyst for "the most expensive leveraged buyout in 

history," and deterioration of group effectiveness resulting from office 

romances (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995, p. 98; Bremrer, 1988; Burrough & 

Helyar, 1990; Mainiero, 1986). Such negativism has only undermined the 

value that emotion research mav bring to work- and human resource-

related issues. For instance, surveys conducted by the General Agents and 

Managers Association and the Indiana Univ ersit}' Graduate School of 

Business indicate that more organizations are now tmning their 



recruitingand selection criteria toward the assessment of interpersonal and 

commmiication abihties to help identif}' the "right" emplo\ ees (SuUi\ an. 

1995). Employers want more than just academically inteUigent people. Tlie} 

want people who "are driven to succeed and have a desire for excellent e" 

(Sullivan, 1995, p. 51). Thus, directing attention toward the individual 

themselves may help him\i\n resomce managers deternnne a better fit 

between the orgaruzation and its members. This determination can prevent 

problems that ma}' arise from employees who do not fit well witliin an 

organization and, consequently, become dissatisfied. Therefore, there is an 

appeal and utiht}' to the emotional inteUigence construct and upon focusing 

attention toward the functionaHt}' of emotions rather than looking for a 

"defense against the perceived dysfunctions of emotion" (Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1995, p. 99). 

Previous Studies Involving Emotional InteUigence 

and Performance 

Can emotional inteUigence predict produchvity? There is a good 

possibility that it can because general inteUigence accoimts for only 10% to 

20% of success in academic and occupational areas (Gardner, 1995). Tliis 

means that other variables are responsible for the other 80% to 90%, thus 

aUowmg for some predictive value for the concept of emotional intelhgence 

(Gardner, 1995). This suggests that if general inteUigence has not been very 



predicti\'e of success, then other factors would differentiate the potential 

productivit} of one person from another. Seligman (1990) brought this 

point home with his work on the effects of optimism on the selling 

performance of MetUfe insurance agents. Optunism is rele^'ant to the 

concept of emotional inteUigence in that it reflects the abUitv^ of the person 

to reason from the emotions associated with the experience. Individuals 

who are pessimistic perceive they are personally responsible for theii-

faUures and consider the effects of faUure to be permanent and 

generalizable to other areas in their Uves, whereas, optimists frame their 

faUures more positivel}' and are able to mo\'e past the negati\ e event 

(Seligman, 1990). Therefore, optimistic individuals continue to feel 

motivated toward achieving then* goals, rather than feeling life is hopeless 

and fuU of despair. In this study, agents earher identified as optimists 

outsold then pessimistic counterparts by 8% during the initial } ear and 31% 

in the second year (SeUgman, 1990). Thus, attributional stsTe was higlily 

relevant to the selling performance of Ufe insurance agents since repeated 

rejections are inherent to this profession. 

Furthermore, another study that iUustrates the potential utUity of 

determining emotional reasoning abUities was conducted at BeU 

Laboratories. This was an ideal setting for Kelley's and Caplan's (1993) 

inv estigation of how top performing engineers differed from average 

performers because aU their engineers have high IQ scores, thus aUowing 
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those who stood out as "stars" to be compared against tlieir average 

counterparts along other dimensions. When Bell Labs executixes were 

asked to explain why the "stars" outperformed their peers, reasons such as 

"lugher IQs," "better problem solvers," and "driven hv an enormous wUl lo 

win" were provided (KeUey & Caplan, 1993, p. 129). KeUe\' and Caplan 

discovered such explanations were flawed and concluded that "based on a 

wide range of cognitive and social measures, from standard tests for IQ to 

personalit}' inventories, there's Uttle meaningful difference in the umate 

abiUties of star performers and average workers" (KeUey & Caplan, 1993, p. 

129). What distinguished the two groups was how top performers got theij-

work done, that is, work strategies. The critical relevance of these strategies 

is that the}' involve various aspects of emotional reasoning. In particular, 

initiativeness—motivating oneseU enough to go beyond what is required, 

self-management—estabUshing and committing to a variety^ of priorities, 

and perspective-taking—which is basicaUy empathizing, have Ulustrated the 

role emotional intelhgence has played in determining "star" perforniimce 

(KeUey & Caplan, 1993). 

Both examples have shown how various components of the 

emotional inteUigence construct can affect performance. However, the 

generaUzabiUty of these two studies is Limited because only components 

rather than the entire spectrimi of emotional reasoning abUities have been 

measured. This shortcoming may be attributed to the fact that emotional 



intelhgence is a fairly new consti-uct, and that development of a 

comprehensive emotional inteUigence scale just recenth' was completed 

(Salovey & Mayer, 1989-1990; Mayer et al., 1997). Emotional inteUigence, 

along with aU fom- major processes (i.e., appraisal and perception, 

assimUation, understanding, and regulation of emotions), have not been 

investigated in their entiret}'. A more complete understandiiig of how 

emotional reasoning abUities actually affect performance requires 

measurement of aU components, which wiU be possible with the new 

emotional inteUigence scale (Mayer et al., 1997). 

Tire Role Empathy^ Plavs upon Emotional InteUigence 

and Performance 

According to Mayer's and Salovey's (1997) hierarchical placement of 

emotional inteUigence components, the abUitv to regiUate emotions is 

considered more complex and integrated with the skUls that emerge during 

its development than the other tliree major processes (refer to Figure 1). 

Tlreir hierarchy of emotional reasoning abUities suggests that the abiUh to 

manage emotions is a reflection of other components of emotional 

inteUigence because abUities placed at the top of the hierarchy have evolved 

from those placed at the lower levels. Tlrus, how weU an individual 

regulates his/her emotions is an indication of how he/she, for example, 

perceives, appraises, and expresses emotions. Literature concerning aspects 
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of emotional inteUigence suggests that tire components do interrelate and 

are, at times, associated with work benefits. For example, Staw, Sutton, and 

PeUed (1994) foimd that employee expression of positive emotions was 

associated with more favorable supervisor evaluations (on quaUh , 

quantit}', creativit}, lateness, dependabUit}', task affinity, responsibUit}', and 

getting along), higher pay raises, and more supervisor and coworker 

support. Apparently, the abUit}^ to express emotions (placed at the first 

level) facUitates inteUectual processing as "emotional states differentiall}' 

encourage specific problem approaches such as happiness facUitates 

inductive reasoning and creativit}" (placed at the second level) (Salove}' & 

Mayer, 1997, p. 11). On the other hand, accurate expression of emotions in 

the workplace is not confined to positive emotions. Tire expression of 

negative emotions is functional and sometimes required in certain 

professions (e.g., inspectors, biU coUectors, interrogators). In these fines of 

work, not being fiiendlv ma\ be what it takes to get an overdue customer to 

pay his/her bUls or a suspect to confess to a crime (RafaeH & Sutton, 1991). 

This form of expression is "experienced as aversive, which means that 

people wUl want to comph' with requests so the pressme wUl stop" (Pfeffer, 

1992, p. 224). That is, these tvpes of occupations require that employees use 

negative "emotional displays intentional!}' to influence others to behav e" in 

a certain marmer (Pfeffer, 1992, p. 225), thereby using negative affect 

strategicaUy. 
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Therefore, the functionaUty of emotionalitv in the workplace ma}' be 

determined by the accmacy of employees' appraisal and expression of 

emotions in themselves and in others and how they use the emotional 

information to accompUsh theu tasks and handle work relationslrips. 

Studies conducted by Mayer and Geher (1996) and Maver, DiPaolo, and 

Salove}' (1990) indicate there is a positive relationsl-dp between emotion 

identification (the abUit}^ to recognize emotional content embedded in faces, 

colors, abstract designs, and stories) and levels of empathv'. According to 

Salove}' and Mayer, empathy is defined as "the abUits^ to comprehend 

another's feeUngs and to re-experience them oneself' and is considered to 

be one of the components of emotional inteUigence (Salov'ey & Maver, 1989-

1990, p. 194). Empathy can be critical to task accompUshment as noted h\ 

Baron (1990), who observed that criticism, when deliv'ered 

nonconstructively, "would induce more negative emotional reactions, 

stronger tendencies to handle conflict in relatively unadaptive ways (e.g., 

through avoidance rather than coUaboration), and lower perceived task 

abUit}^' (Baron, 1990, p. 243). Thus, managerial reactions to employee 

performance and st}'le of feedback deliver}' ha\ e an impact upon how 

employees may receive and incorporate the feedback. In fact, both 

managers and employees in Baron's stud}' considered destiuctive criticism 

to be "a moderately important cause of conflict in their organizations" 

(Baron, 1990, p. 235). A more accurate appraisal of and sensitiviti' to others' 
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emotions woiUd have helped managers deal with the work situation more 

effectiv-el}' than the lack of empathv' that the niiuiagers m Baron's stud} had 

exhibited. 

Tl-ie fact that empath} is found to correlate with various aspects of 

emotional inteUigence suggests a potential utiUtv in investigating 

empath}^'s relationship to performance. This examination would require a 

specific assessment of empathy in order to detern-dne its significance to both 

emotional inteUigence and performance since empathy is correlated with 

aspects of emotional inteUigence. Given that Salovey and Maver (1989-1990) 

considered this abUit\" to be a component of emotional inteUigence, it also 

would appear relevant to provide a separate measurement of empathy to 

clarify empathy's relationship to emotional intelhgence. Such an 

investigation may provide information on how empath} does in fact relate 

to performance and whether this relationship resembles that between 

emotional inteUigence and performance. Also, examining Organizational 

members would benefit fiom such exploratory efforts because "emotional 

economics affect financial economics" (Frankel & Ra}', 1996, p. 2). Empathy 

is critical to numerous professions such as those witltin social and clinical 

professions because a major aspect of then- profession is their abUit} to 

know and understand how other people feel (MiUer, Birkholt, Scott, & Stage, 

1995; Raines, 1990; Ross, 1993; Saari, 1994). Also, with the workforce 

becoming more diversified in terms of gender and race, workers' abiUt}' to 
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empathize will affect an organization's success at managing diversit}' (King, 

1995). 

Comparison between Emotion Regulation 

and Coping 

One important component of emotional reasoning is the abiUtv to 

regulate one's feelings and emotions. According to Bremrer and Salovev 

(1997), emotion regulation is "synonymous" to coping abUities; boflr are 

"processes" used to "manage stressful encounters" (Brenner & Salovev, 1997, 

p. 170). Both processes involve strategies that exist along hvo dimensions: 

external/internal, which consists of altering the envirormient or the internal 

experience; and social-soUtary, which consists of behaviors done with or 

without other people (Brenner & Salovey, 1997). Tire copmg analogs to the 

emotion regrdation component are problem-focused coping (directed 

toward the source of the stress) and emotion-focused (directed toward the 

emotions being experienced) (Folkman & Lazarus, 1980). Indeed, the two 

concepts do sound simUar, but no attempt has been miide to ensure that the 

processes are in fact theoreticaU}' one and the same. U coping and emotion 

regulation represents a single construct, then overlap between the two 

abUities should be observed. It would be important to determine the nature 

of the relationship between emotion regulation and coping in order to 

understand the complexit} behind the abUit}' that Mayer and Salovey 
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proposed to be the most integrative of the four major processes reflecting 

emotional intelhgence (Mayer & Salovev, 1997). 

Furthermore, this investigation wUl shed tight upon how the process 

of emotion regulation and coping is significant to performance. Studies on 

emotion regulation have been conducted, but mam' of the studies have 

focused upon the development of this abiht} during chUdhood and 

adolescence and how parental socialization has affected its development 

(Bartie-Haring & SabateUi, 1997; Denham & Grout, 1993; Denham, MitcheU-

Copeland, Strandberg, Auerbach, & Blair, 1997; Eisenberg & Fabes, 1995; 

Garner, 1996; Hubbard & Coie, 1994; Rice, Cunningham, & ^oung, 1997; 

Saami, 1997; SheUds, Cicchetti, & Ryan, 1994). The few studies that involve 

the work domain have examined regulatory processes that are inherent to 

certain jobs (HochschUd, 1983; Pennebaker, 1989; Pennebaker & Susman, 

1988) such as in the service industr}', and those not part of the job but 

existing within the evervdav context of the organization itself (Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1995). Thus, there is a need to examine the specific ties that 

emotion regulation and coping have with performance rather than just job 

characteristics (HochschUd, 1983; Pennebaker, 1989; Pennebaker Sz Susrrum, 

1988) or organizational sociaUzation (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995). 

For example, Hochscliild (1983) investigated how professionals, in 

particular flight attendants, managed their pubUc displays of emotions. 

According to HochschUd, taking part in such regiUatory processes would 
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prove to be emotionaUy demanding upon the employee, u hich she termed 

as emotional labor. Pennebaker (1989) and Pennebaker and Susman (1988) 

discovered that regulating one's feeUngs (by actively avoiding traumatic 

experiences rather than confionting the experiences and the emotions 

associated with them) was associated with certain health hazards (i.e., 

cancer, hypertension, ulcers, influenza). AsMorth & Hmnphre} (1995) 

identified instances of emotion management, which have resulted from 

organizational cultiu*e rather than from the job itseU. In response to the 

predominant v iew that emotions are potentiaUy destructi\ e, man)" 

organizations have shaped their employees' regulation of emotional 

experiences and expression to reflect rationahtv rather than emotionaUt}'. 

Ashforth and Humphrey (1995) have argued that regulation of emotions in 

the workplace was evident from uses of neutraUzing, buffering, prescribing, 

and normahzing to deal with emotions deemed as "unacceptable," 

"unavoidable," or "inherent" to certain situations and/or roles (Ashforth & 

Hrmiphiev', 1995, p. 104). For example, neuhaUzing, used to prevent 

"sociaUv unacceptable emotions" from springing up, could be adopted in 

the following situations: 

when a newly promoted person is transferred to a new 
department to avoid confounding her leadership role with her 
former coUegial role, a supervisor is counseled to aUow a 
cooUng down period before confronting wa}'ward subordinates, 
soldiers are punished for fraternizing with the enemy, a person 
is prohibited from working in the same department as liis 
spouse. (Ashforth & Humphre}', 1995, pp. 104-106) 
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Situations such as these are not uncommon and do Ulustrate the 

critical role emotion regulation plays within the workplace and how certain 

regulator}' responses would be considered as appropriate whUe others niti}' 

not. The evolution of what is deemed as sociaU} acceptable within an 

organization occurs "through observation, imitation, instruction, ta-ial and 

error, feedback, and reinforcement and pimishment" (Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1995, p. 107). It is through these channels that organizations 

wUl socialize their emplo}'ees on how to behave enrotionaUv. 

Consequenfly, understanding the Unk betu^een emotion management and 

coping stiategies is both theoreticaU} and organizationaUv relevant. 

Does Emotional InteUigence, Empathy, and Coping 
Affect Performance under Stiess? 

A complete understanding of emotional inteUigence can be further 

enhanced by examining how this construct moderates performance under 

V ar\ ing concUtions such as stiess. The negativ e effect that stiess has upon a 

nimiber of performance measures has been weU documented. Stiess m the 

workplace is associated with decreased productivit}', and higher incidents of 

turnov'er, absenteeism, mental health problems, and medical health 

problems (Cooper & Payne, 1988; Karasek & TheoreU, 1990; Keita & Sauter, 

1992; Perrewe, 1991; Quick, Murphy, & HurreU, 1992). However, studies 

within the occupational stiess domain contain ambiguities that hav e limited 
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interpretations of the research findings. This hmitation may be due to 

differences in how occupational stiess has been defined (Kasl, 19:^8; Sthuler, 

1980), to a focus upon job characteristics (Schuler, 1991), to stiess-related 

consequences (Schuler, 1991), or to an imprecise measurement of job stress 

(SpeUberger & Reheiser, 1994). 

On the other hand, such ambiguities miiy relate to emotional 

reasoning abUities. Possibl}', how an individual performs imder stiess is a 

function of their emotional reasoning abiUties, in terms of emotion 

regulation and coping abUities. This can be Ulustiated with Strutton's and 

Lumpkin's (1993) stud}' which indicated that coping stiles were associated 

with lev els of optimism in salespersons. Optimistic indiv iduals were more 

likel}' to utilize problem-focused stiategies, whereas pessimists were more 

likely to adopt emotions-focused styles. Giv en these findings, coping 

strategies has ties to performance in that optimistic salespersons tend to 

outperform (outseU) the more pessimistic salespersons, as Sehgman (1990) 

found in his study with Metlife Insurance agents. 

This raises the question of whether individuals are able to utihze 

their emotional reasoning skUls to regulate themselves under stiessful 

conditions. Certainly, numerous studies hav^e be done on coping and 

performance (Bolger, 1990; Edwards & Trimble, 1992; Endler, Kanlor, & 

Parker, 1994; GaUagher, 1996; Haney & Long, 1995; Kecklund & Svenson, 

1997; Lee, AsMord, & Jamieson, 1993; Shmipf, Brief, & Hartinan, 1987; 
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Wright, 1990), but findings from these studies have been inconsistent. 

Some studies have found that indiv idual copmg stiategies are correlated 

with certain performance outcomes (Edwards & Trimble, 1992; Hanev & 

Long, 1995; Wright, 1990), in terms of problem-focused coping stiategies 

being associated with high performance and emotions-focused coping 

sti'ategies with low performance. However, other researchers hav e faUed to 

repUcate these relationships, and hav^e found coping stvles to be 

unpredictive of performance (Bolger, 1990; Endler et al., 1994; GaUagher, 

1996; Lee et al, 1993; Stumpf et al., 1987). Consequenfly, such inconsistencies 

ha\ e made interpretations about how performance outcomes are mediated 

b} coping styles difficult. Also, as previously stated, Utfle have been done 

specifically between the emotion regulation component of emotional 

inteUigence and performance. Smce emotion regulation and coping appear 

to be similar abiUties, comparing their pattern of relationships to 

performance mav provdde some interesting insight into how indiv iduals 

handle stiess. U emotion regulation and coping are indeed simUar 

constructs, this would prov ide the necessary connection betiveen coping, 

emotional mtelhgence, and performance. Therefore, the question arises: 

wUl individuals with higher emotional inteUigence be more successful than 

those with lower emotional intelhgence at accomphsliing their tasks while 

imder stress since emotional inteUigence is shown to positively relate to 
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performance at BeU Labs (KeUey & Caplan, 1993) and Meflife (Sehgnitm, 

1990)? 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Emotional Intelhgence and Performance 

Components of emotional inteUigence are associated with high 

performance for BeU Labs engineers and MetUfe Insurance agents. 

Howev'er, emotional inteUigence per se is not specificaUv measured in these 

two studies. Emotional inteUigence is inferred to affect perforniimce 

because various aspects of emotional inteUigence are found to correlate 

with performance. With the recent dev'elopment of a comprehensive 

emotional intelhgence scale (Maver et al., 1997), it is possible to more 

thoroughly inv estigate the relationship between emotional inteUigence and 

performance and determine how predictiv e scores on this new scale wiU be 

of indiv'idual performance. 

Hypothesis la: A positive relationship is predicted between overall 

emotional intelligence and performance. Since various components of 

emotional intelhgence have been found to correlate with performance, it is 

expected that ov^eraU emotional intelUgence scores obtained from the 

Multifactor Emotional InteUigence Scale (MEIS) wUl correlate with 

individual performance on both Task 1 (anagrams) and Task 2 (cognitive 

reasoning problems) and ov erall performance (av erage of both tasks). 
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Hypothesis lb: Level of emotional intelligence is predicted to 

correlate weakly to moderately with level of IQ. Emotional inteUigence is 

theorized to represent a distinct form of social inteUigence (Salove} Sz 

Ma}'er, 1989-1990; Ma}'er & Salovey, 1993). At the same time, emotional 

inteUigence stiU is required to correlate with other forms of inteUigence 

such as verbal and spatial abUities in order to be considered as a form of 

inteUigence (Salovey & Mayer, 1989-1990; Mayer et al., 1997). Previous 

attempts to distinguish social reasoning abUities from verbal and spatial 

inteUigence have not been successful in that measures of social inteUigence 

have correlated quite highl}' with the other two abihties (Thorndike, 1920; 

Thomdike & Stein, 1937; Cronbach, 1960). However, since Mayer et al. 

(1997) found a moderate correlation (r=.36) between emotional mteUigence 

and general inteUigence, at least a weak relationship is expected to exist 

betiveen the MEIS scale and a measirre of general inteUigence (the Shipley, 

which is discussed in the measures section), including an assessment of 

general inteUigence wiU clarif}' emotional inteUigence's relationsliip to 

performance. 

Hypothesis Ic: The MEIS scale is hypothesized to be more predictive 

of performance, empathy, and coping (both problem-focused and emotion-

focused) than the IQ scale. Because general intelUgence has only been 

successful at explaining 10% to 20% of v ariance for success in academic and 

work-related areas (Gardner, 1995), the MEIS scale is predicted to account for 
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more of the variances in scores on Task 1 (anagrams). Task 2 (cognitive 

reasoning problems), and overaU performance (Task 1 and Task 2 av eraged) 

than the Shipley measure of general inteUigence. 

Empathv and Performance 

A number of aspects of emotional inteUigence are correlated with 

performance (e.g., BeU Labs and MetUfe examples, emotion regulation, and 

emotion expression) and with empathy. How does empathy relate to 

performance and wUl this pattern resemble that between emotional 

inteUigence and performance? 

Hypothesis 2a: Empathy is expected to positively correlate with the 

subscale Perceiving of the MEIS. The subscale Perceiv ing of the MEIS is 

targeted at the v^ery basic lev^el of emotional reasoning abUities, which is 

perception and identification of emotional stiniuh. Similarly, empathy 

concerns emotion perception and emotion identification in that this abiUt\ 

inv olves perception of emotions in others and how we experience others' 

emotions. Since emotion identification is found to correlate with empathy 

in Maver et al. (1990) and Mayer and Geher (1996), a simUar relationsliip is 

expected betiveen Perceiving of the MEIS and empathetic tendencies. 

Hypothesis 2b: Empathy is predicted to moderately, positively 

correlate with overall emotional intelligence. Since previous studies found 

empathy to relate to emotional inteUigence (Ma} er et al., 1990, 1997), 
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empathy is expected to correlate simUarlv with overaU emotional 

inteUigence scores as weU. 

Hypothesis 2c: Empathy is predici^ed to moderately, positively 

correlate with performance since empathy is expected to relate to emotional 

intelligence. Due to the expected relationship betiveen empathy and overaU 

emotional inteUigence, empath}^ also is predicted to affect scores on Task 1 

(anagrams). Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems), and overaU 

performance (Task 1 and Task 2 averaged). 

Emotion Regulation Versus Coping 

Brenner and Salovey (1997) proposed that emotion regulation and 

coping abiUties were "synonymous" in terms of managing emotions in 

others being analogous to problem-focused coping and managing emotions 

in oneself as analogous to emotion-focused coping. If this is vahd, a pattern 

between emotional intelUgence and coping shoiUd be observ ed. Is the 

emotion regulation component just as predictiv e of performance as coping 

abUities? How simUar are the two abUities? 

Hypothesis 3a: Managing emotions in others is predicted to correlate 

with problem-focused strategy of coping. The abiUti' to manage emotions 

in others and to cope in a problem-focused marmer appear to correspond 

since both abiUties are externaUv directed (away from the indiv idual). 

Based upon this face vaUdity, a positive relationsliip is expected betw^een the 
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subscale Managing Emotions in Others of the MEIS and the problem-focused 

items of the WOCC (Wa}'s of Coping Checkhst-revised, which is discussed 

in the measures section). 

Hypothesis 3b: Managing emotions in oneself is predicted to 

correlate with emotion-focused strategy of coping. On the other hand, the 

abiUt}' to manage emotions m oneself and to cope in a emotions-focused 

manner reflect an internal stiateg}^ (directed within the individual). Thus, 

the subscale Managing Emotions in OneseU and emotions-focused items of 

the WOCC are predicted to relate to one another. 

Hypothesis 3c: The entire subscale of Managing Emotions (both 

managing emotions in oneself and in others) is predicted to correlate with 

the Ways of Coping Checklist (both problem-focused and emotion-focused 

coping). Since Brenner and Salovev (1997) proposed that emotion 

regidation and coping abiUties are "synonymous," the Managing Emotions 

subscale of the MEIS and the WOCC (revised) is expected to correlate if 

these scales are measuring a simUar constiuct. 

Hypothesis 3d: A positive relationship is predicted between overall 

emotional intelligence and both problem-focused and emotion-focused 

coping. The subscale Managing Emotions is positiveh' correlated with 

overaU emotional inteUigence. Thus, both coping stvles also are expected to 

positively correlate to overaU emotional intelUgence because coping is 

hypothesized to relate to emotion regulation. 
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Hypothesis 3e: Coping is hypothesized to be just as predictive of 

performance as the emotion regulation component of the MEIS. If coping 

and managing emotions are simUar abUities, their effects on Task 1 

(anagrams), Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems), and overaU 

performance (Task 1 and Task 2 averaged) should be comparable because 

coping and managing emotions are expected to correlate. 

Emotional InteUigence, Empathy, and Copmg, and 
Performance under Stiess 

TTie negative effect that stiess exerts upon perfomiance (e.g., 

productivity) is weU documented (Cooper & Payne, 1988; Karasek & 

TheoreU, 1990; Keita & Sauter, 1992; Perrewe, 1991; Quick et al., 1992; 

Northwestern National Life, 1991). How stiess relates to emotional 

inteUigence and how performance is affected by stiess as a function of 

emotional inteUigence have not been explored. Understanding the 

relationship between emotional inteUigence, stiess, and performance wiU 

provide useful information on whether emotional intelhgence affects how 

indiv iduals perform under stiess. WiU differences in performance under 

varying conditions relate to emotional inteUigence rather than because of 

the stiess and difficrdt}' level? How do variables (empathy and coping) that 

correlate to emotional intelhgence affect performance under stiess? 
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Hypothesis 4a: Perfonnance is expected to be lower in the high stress 

condition than in the low stress condition. Performance decrements 

resulting from stress have been observed (Cooper & Pavne, 1988; Karasek & 

TlieoreU, 1990; Keita & Sauter, 1992; Perrewe, 1991; Quick et al., 1992: 

Northwestern National Life, 1991). Thus, perfomiance on Task 1 

(anagrams). Task 2 (cogiutive reasoning problems), and overaU 

perfomiance (Task 1 and Task 2 av^eraged) scores are expected to be lower 

in the Conditions 2 and 4 (high time pressure) as compared to Conditions 1 

and 3 (low time pressure). 

Hypothesis 4b: A negative relationship is expected between stress 

and performance, but performance decrements are expected to be higher 

with low emotional intelligence than high emotional intelligence. The 

fourth component of emotional inteUigence (emotional regulation or 

emotion management) is proposed to relate to coping abUities (Brenner & 

Salovev, 1997). Therefore, individuals with lower emotional intelhgence 

may theoreticaUv reflect a less developed abUit\^ to deal with stiess, 

whereas those with higher emotional inteUigence may be better at 

regulating themselv^es under stiess. 

Hypothesis 4c: Performance will differ in low versus high stress 

conditions as a function of empathy. Previously, emotional inteUigence has 

been found to correlate with empathetic abUities. Tlius, performance 

decrements on both Task 1 (anagrams). Task 2 (cognitive reasoning 
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problems), and overall performance (Task 1 and Task 2 averaged) also are 

expected to relate to empathy values since a relationship is predicted 

betiveen emotional intelUgence and empathy. 

Hypothesis 4d: Performance will differ in low versus high stress 

conditions as a function of frequency and type of coping strategies 

(problem-focused and emotion-focused). Similarly, since coping is 

suggested to be simUar to the emotion regulation component of emotional 

intelUgence, performance decrements on both Task 1 (anagrams), Task 2 

(cognitive reasoning problems), and ov^eraU performance (Task 1 and Task 2 

averaged) scores are predicted to relate to coping stiategies. 

Hypothesis 4e: Emotional intelligence is expected to interact with 

empathy and coping (problem-focused and emotions-focused) to affect 

performance in low versus high stress conditions. The relationships 

betiveen overaU emotional inteUigence and other emotional abiUties such 

as empathy and coping are so intertivined that these three variables are 

expected to interactiveh' affect performance on both individuals tasks and 

ov erall performance scores. 
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CHAPTER n 

METHOD 

Design 

The current stud}' utUized a 2 (difficult/easy task) x 2 (liigh/low 

stiess) factorial design: Condition 1 (easy task, low time stiess). Condition 2 

(easy task, high time stiess). Condition 3 (difficult task, low time stiess), and 

Condition 4 (difiicult task, high time stiess). Two tasks rather than one 

were included in this design in order to prov ide a more reliable estiniiite of 

individual performance, since stiess may exert differential effects on certain 

tasks. Both tasks chosen were cognitive in nature but each involv ed 

different activities. One required the solv ing of anagrams, whUe the other 

involv ed solving cognitive reasoning problems. The inclusion of two tasks 

wUl allow generaUzation across more than one t}'pe of activity. 

Furthermore, tivo distinct levels of time stiess and task difficulty were 

chosen in order to prov ide as much discrimination as possible betu^een the 

two groups of stiess and task difficult}'. Also, the tw ô time conditions 

prov ided a way to manipiUate stiess effects, whUe dUficult}' lev el was 

varied to examine differential effects of stiess upon perforrrumce on an easy 

V ersus difficult task. 

The total number of participants in each of the four experimental 

concUtions was the foUowing: Condition 1 (n=78). Condition 2 (n=72), 
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Condition 3 (n=85), and Condition 4 (n=69). Each participant completed two 

individual tasks and then a set of measures which assessed general 

inteUigence, emotional intelhgence, empathy, coping, and demograpliics. 

Sample 

The sample consisted of 304 undergraduates at a Southwestern state 

universit}' recruited fiom Psycholog}', Management, Himiiin Sciences, and 

Plant and SoU Sciences courses. Method of recruitment was primarUv 

through sign-up sheets avaUable either in the basement of the Psv cholog} 

budding or the classrooms themselv es. Participants receiv ed class credit for 

their participation. Participants ranged in aged from 18 to 33 years (M=20.8 

years, SD=2.4) and were mainly Caucasian (88.5%). One hundred and 

eighty-one of the participants (59.5%) were females, hi addition, one 

individual from each of the four experimental conditions receiv ed $25 for 

scoring the highest on his/her individual tasks. The monetary reward was 

to ensure that participants maintained a high lev el of motivation whUe 

performing their tasks. 
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Measures 

Multifactor Emotional InteUigence Scale (MEIS) 
(short version) 

Developed by Mayer et al. (1997), this scale consisted of 8 (originaU} 

12) tasks which were divided into 4 subscales representing the four levels oi 

emotional reasoning abUities presented in the revised definition (Ma}'er & 

Salovey, 1997; Figure 1): (1) perceiving, (2) assimilating, (3) imderstanding, 

(4) managing emotion. The MEIS yielded four scores: one ov eraU score 

reflecting general emotional intelUgence, one subscale score for both 

emotion perception and emotion assimUation, one for emotion 

rmderstanding, and one for emotion management. Tlie MEIS-short version 

consisted of 258 items and took approximately 20 minutes to complete. This 

scale was not included in tliis document. 

ReUabiUties of the MEIS can be determined by looking at the 

intercorrelations between the tasks for two t}'pes of scoring methods 

observed in Mav'er et al. (1997). ReUabiUtv' values for consensus scoring are: 

Level 1, a.=.85 to .89; Level 2, a=.71 to .86; Level 3, a=.49 to .7S; and Level 4, 

a=.70 to .72. Consensus scoring indicated how much the participant's 

response was in agreement with the gioup's response. For example, U 85% 

of the participants chose the value or answer "4", aU participants choosing 

"4" would be giv en a consensus score of .85. ReUabUit}' values for expert 

scoring (described below) are: Level 1, a=.72 to .74; Level 2; a=.60 to .66; 
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Level 3, a=.35 to .63, and Level 4, a=.40 to .42. Intercorrelations between 

consensus and expert scoring were: Level 1, r=.70; Level 2, r=.64; Level 3, 

r=.61; and Level 4, r=.80. The MEIS is considered a reUable measure of 

emotional UiteUigence as indicated bv the convergence of the different t} pes 

of scoring. The observed simUarities suggested that the MEIS can 

distinguish the "more correct" responses from the "less correct" ones 

despite the type of scoring method employed. 

Scoring. In this stud}', the expert scoring method was used. Each 

response was compared to an expert answer as estabUshed by Mayer et al. 

(1997) in order to determine whether the response was correct or not. 

Consistent with the method utiUzed in Mayer et al., responses identical to 

the expert answer (or +_ 1) were considered correct and were scored as " 1 " . 

Otherwise, it was considered incorrect and scored as "0". For example, U the 

expert answer was (3) on a 5-point Likert scale, responses from 2-4 (which is 

+ 3) was scored " 1 " for correct. U the expert answer was (1), only responses 

1-2 were scored as " 1 " for correct. U the expert answer was (5), onlv 

responses 4-5 were scored " 1 " for correct, in some instances such as on the 

Blends and Progression tasks, only one answer was considered to be correct. 

The number of correct responses was summed for each subscale task and 

then divided bv the total items m that subscale to obtain the percentage 

scored correctly. That percentage value was the subscale score. The overaU 
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emotional inteUigence score was the proportion of items in the entire MEIS 

scale scored correctly. 

Lev el 1 (Perceiving) involv ed four tasks measuring emotional 

perception of fom- types of stimuli (Faces, Music, Design, and Stories). 

Howev'er, the short-v^ersion utiUzed in this study excluded the first three 

tasks (Faces, Music, and Design). "Task(s)" is tiie term Ma}'er et al. (19<^7) 

used to refer to the test or activity participants would be performing or 

completing. Task 4 consisted of six stories. Each story was foUowed bv a 

mood scale consisting of sev^en moods: depressed, frustiated, guUt) , 

energetic, Uking, joyous, and happy. The participants' task was to chose one 

of the mood adjectiv es as representativ e of that storv . Each stimuU were 

foUowed by presentation of the seven emotions and participants were to 

answer on a 5-point Likert scale whether each of the emotions were 

"Definitely Not Present" (1) to "Definitely Present" (5). Task 4 required 

responses to 42 items. 

Level 2 (AssimUating) involved tivo tests measuring assimUation of 

emotional experiences. Task 1 (Synesthesia) examined the abihh' to 

describe emotional sensations and its relations to other sensory experiences. 

Participants were instiucted to imagine an event (6 total) that stimulated a 

particular feeUng and then respond to ten 5-point scale items concerning the 

emotion experienced. For example, participants first "Imagine an event that 

corUd make you feel both somewhat surprised and somewhat displeased... 
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Now describe }'our feelings on...," then they were to respond on how much 

it reflected temperatme (warm to cold), color (veUow to pm-ple), touch 

(sharp to duU), etc. Participants completed 60 items for Task 1. Task 2 

(Feeling Biases) involved asking participants to assimilate theii- present 

mood into their opinion about a fictional character. An example was 

"Imagine that Jonathan is one of v oiu relativ'es. He is a taU, muscular 

person. Jonathan said something to you that made v'ou feel both guUt}' and 

afiaid. FeeUng both guUty and afraid about Jonathan, how does he seeni^" 

After each of four scenarios, participants responded on a 5-point Likert scale 

whether the scenario "Definitely Does Not Describe" (1) or "Definitely Does 

Describe" (5) any of sev en adjectives: sad, trusting, tense, cynical, 

aggiessive, contioUing, and hast}'. Level 2 required participants to respond 

to 60 items on the Sv nesthesia subscale and 28 items on the Feeling Biases 

subscale. 

Level 3 (Understanding) involved four tests measuring reasoning and 

understanding abUities. Task 1 (Blends) required responding to eight items 

analyzing the complexity or blending of emotions. For example, 

"Optimism most closeh' combmes wliich two emotions? (a) pleasure and 

anticipation (b) acceptance and joy (c) surprise and joy (d) pleasure and joy." 

Four of the items combined two emotions, two items combined three 

emotions, and one combined four emotions. Task 2 (Progression) was to 

answer eight items concernmg how emotional reactions proceed ov er time. 
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For example, participants were asked to predict what emotion would result 

fiom becoming "angrier and angiier." Task 3 (Transitions) examined 

participants' understanding of ev ents surroimding emotional experiences. 

Each of the fom* stimuh were foUowed bv six feelings: acceptance, fear, 

anger, anticipation, surprise, and disappointment. Participants responded as 

to whether each of these six emotions were "Extiemelv UnUkeh " (1) or 

"Extiemely Likely" (5) to be associated with the situation in question. For 

example, " A person is afraid and later is cahn. In betvA^een, what are the 

likely ways the person might feel?" Task 4 (Relativ itv) consisted of four 

stimuli examuiing the nature of social confhcts between two characters. 

After each stimuU, participants responded on a 5-point scale on whether the 

fiv'e reactions were "Extiemely Unlikely" (1) to "Extiemelv Likely" (5) to 

occur in each of the tivo characters. For example, "A dog is chasing sticks 

outside when he runs out in the stieet and gets hit by a car. Tlie driver stops 

when the dog's owner dashes over to check on the dog." Participants judged 

how guilti' or cautious the driv er niiw have felt or how ashamed or 

chaUenged the owner may hav^e felt. Task 4 required 10 responses (5 per 

character) for each of tiie four stimuli. At Level 3, participants responded to 

eight items for Task 1, eight for Task 2, tivent}'-four for Task 3, and forti' for 

Task 4. 

Level 4 (Managing Emotions) had tivo tests measuring the regidation 

of emotions m oneself and in others. Task 1 (Managing FeeUngs of Others) 
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consisted of reading six brief situations involving fictional characters in 

need of assistance. After each storv, participants considered four possible 

courses of actions and then judged on a 5-point Likert scale whether each 

alternativ^e was "Exti-emelv Ineffective" (1) or "Exti'emely Effective" (5). 

Task 2 (Managing FeeUngs of Self) was exacflv Uke Task 1 except 

participants were to judge the responses to the emotional problems depicted 

in the six stories. Level 4 or Branch 4 required answering 24 items in Task 1 

and 24 items in Task 2. 

Empathy 

To assess levels of empathy, the scale dev^eloped bv Albert Mehrabian 

and Norman Epstein (1972) was used. This was a 33-iteni paper-and-pencU 

measure (Appendix B) which reflected the foUowing aspects of empathy: (1) 

susceptibUitv to emotional contagion, (2) appreciation of the feelings of 

unfamiUar and distant others, (3) extieme emotional responsiveness, (4) 

tendency to be moved bv others' positive emotional experiences, (5) 

tendency to be moved by others' negative emotional experiences, (6) 

sympathetic tendenc}', and (7) wUUngness to be in contact with others who 

have problems. According to the procedures in Mehrabian and Epstein 

(1972), a total empathy score was computed b}' first reversing aU negative 

statements and then adding aU 33 responses. Also, the response format 

(nine choices) utilized with the original scale was reduced to 7 choices, 
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which were: (a) Stionglv disagree, (b) Moderateh' disagree, (c) Disagree, (d) 

Neutial, (e) Agree, (f) Moderately agree, and (g) Stiongl}' agree. The spUt-

half reUabUity of this scale was .84 (Mehrabian & Epstein, 1972). 

Coping 

The revised version (Vitaliano, Russo, Carr, Maiuro, & Becker, 1985) 

of the popular Ways of Coping Checklist (WOCC) originaU}' developed b} 

Folkman and Lazarus (1980) was used to assess the extent of and tvpe of 

coping stiategies adopted bv the participants. Tlie revised scale was 

intemaUy more consistent and shares less variance among the subscales 

than the original. Constiuct and concurrent vaUditv of the revised scale was 

demonstrated just as in the original. The rev ised scale (Appendix C) 

included 42 of the original 68 items, and 5 of the original 7 factors 

(subscales) were retained. These were problem-focused (1-15), seeks social 

support (16-21), blamed seU (22-24), wishful thinking (25-32), and avoidance 

(33-42). The last four subscales reflected emotion-focused coping. Also, the 

binary (ves-no) response forniiit was not utihzed in tliis stud}' but rather a 

rating scale, which consisted of the foUowing: (a) Nev er used, (b) 

Sometimes used, (c) Moderateh' used, (d) Frequenth' used, and (e) Always 

used. AU participants were asked to think of a highl}' stiessful event that 

they had recentl}' encountered to serve as a reference to answer the WOCC 

scale. 
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Concerns have been expressed about the use of the extent response 

ke}' with the Wa}'s of Coping in that participants' definition of extent ma} 

not be "uniform" (Stone, Greenberg, Kennedy-Moore, & Newman, 1991. p. 

657). Extent may be defined by some individuals as frequency, duj-ation, 

effort, or usefulness, which may cause interpretation problems. Stone and 

his coUeagues have suggested that the binary response format may be more 

appropriate urUess prior instructions on how extent was defined were given. 

This issue was not a concern in this study since extent was defined m terms 

of frequency of use as evident by the inclusion of these terms within the 

actual choices. A rating scale was preferred because tliis method would 

provide more useful information in terms of being able to examine which 

ti'pes of coping st}4es were utiUzed more or less fiequentlv. 

General IntelUgence 

The Shiple}' Institute of Living Scale (1967) was used to obtain a quick 

assessment of general inteUigence in order to clarifv' the relationsliip 

between emotional inteUigence, empathy, and coping. Emotional 

inteUigence has been found to correlate (moderately) with measmes of 

general intelUgence (Mayer et al., 1997). Thus, any variance due to general 

inteUigence wUl be partiaUed out in order to increase the confidence of 

conclusions drawn concerning the relationship betiveen emotional 

reasoning abUities and other viiriables under investigation. Tliis test took 
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exactl}' 20 minutes to complete (10 minutes for the vocabulary subtest and 

10 minutes for the abstiact reasoning subtest). A raw score was calculated 

for each of the subtests along with an raw total (summing the tivo) which 

was used to estimate an IQ score with a mean of 100 and a SD of 15 (Zachar} 

Crumpton, & Speigel, 1985; Zachary, Paulson & Gorsuch, 1985). The total 

raw score was used to estimate a WAIS-R (Weschsler Adult InteUigence 

Scale-Revised) equivalent IQ estimate. The Shipley appears to provide a 

reUable estimate of general inteUigence and correlates as liigh as .85 with 

die WAB-R (Zachary et al., 1985). 

Performance 

Indiv'idual performance was assessed b}' having all participants 

complete tivo mdividual tasks, a Ust of anagrams (GUlioolv & Jolmson, 

1978) and a set of cognitiv e reasoning problems (Bumey, 1974). Participants 

completed then' individual tasks within one of four conditions: Condition 1 

(easv' task, low time stress). Condition 2 (easy task, high time stiess). 

Condition 3 (diffictdt task, low time stiess), and Condition 4 (difficult task, 

high time stiess). An example of the first task is TNOMH with the solution 

as MONTH. The use of anagiams has been extensively used to study 

problem-solv'ing (Bourne, Ekstiand, & Dominowski, 1971; GiUioolv & Ha}, 

1977; Mendelsohn, & O' Brien, 1974; NeweU & Simon, 1972; Sti-atton, jacobus, 

& Leonard, 1975; Warren & Thompson, 1969). Participants were 
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administered either an easv or difficult Ust of anagrams. Lev el of difficult}' 

of the strings of letters have been estabUshed bv GUhooh' and Jolmson 

(1978). There were no repeat letters or plural forms, and aU words could be 

used as nouns. Tlie percentage of anagrams completed correctlv was the 

perfomiance measure. The Ust of easv' and difficult anagrams along with 

the solution scores are presented in Tables 61-62. A solution score is the 

number of individuals (0-45) that answered the item correcflv'. The solution 

scores were obtained from GUhoolv and Johnson (1978). Based upon these 

solution scores, the easy and difficiUt Ust of anagrams was comprised of the 

top 30 and bottom 30 of the original 80 items. 

The second individual task involv ed participants completing 8 easy 

or 8 difficult problems selected fiom the paper-and-pencU Bmnev Logical 

Reasoning Test (1974), which was originaU}' dev^eloped to assess cognitive 

reasoning abiUties. These 8 items were selected in the same manner as the 

30 anagrams. Based upon the solution scores obser\'ed in Lam, BeU, SoreU, 

Taylor, and Yang (1998), the 8 easiest and 8 most difficult of the origmal 21 

items were selected for the second indiv-idual task. These eight items 

consisted of a variet}' of v-erbal analogies, syUogisms, and problems similar 

to the Piagetian tasks found in more tiaditional assessments of formal 

reasoning abUities (Burney, 1974). An example of a verbal analogA' would 

be "in is to out as up is to douni" (Simd, 1976, p. 170). These problems were 

not included m this document. SimUarl}', the percentage of problems 
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answered correcth' under the four experimental conditions \\ as the measure 

of performance. The origmal 21 items had an mternal consistenc} 

reUabiUt}' above .90 (Lam et al, 1998). 

Demographics 

The foUowing demographic data were obtained on each of the 

participants: age, gender, ethnicity, SAT, and GPA. 

Procedures 

Depending upon the number of students signed up for each of the 

experimental conditions, the number of participants tested m a group 

varied. The maximum number of participants in a group was 

approxiniiitelv 20-25 individuals. Conditions were conducted untU 

approximately 70 participants were tested under each of the four- conditions. 

AU of the experimental sessions took place in empti' classrooms located in 

the Psv'cholog}' buUding or the Plant and SoU Sciences buUding. 

Furthermore, complete randomization was not possible, but quasi-

randomness achieved by the sign-up process and the scheduling of the 

conditions. Tliat is, there was randomness ui that participants signed up for 

sessions that met their schedule or personal preference, without knowledge 

of what conditions were to be administered. Also, conditions were 

alternated within and between days. For example. Condition 1 (easv task, 
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low time stiess) was admuiistered in the morning, whUe Condition 2 (eas}' 

task, high time stiess) was admuiistered ui the afternoon. However, on the 

next da}', the low v ersus high time stiess condition was reversed for the 

difficult task—Condition 4 (difficiUt task, liigh time stress) m the morning 

and Condition 3 (difficult task, low time stiess) in the afternoon. 

Each participant received an item and answer booklet contauiuig aU 

the necessar}' materials (i.e., written instructions, measures, and response 

sheets). The researcher rev'iewed the testing instiuctions to ensure optimal 

understanding of what was required to perform each of the tasks as 

accurately as possible. AU timed activities were performed first, and then 

participants moved on to the untimed scales. This order was utiUzed to 

prevent students who finish early fiom sitting and waiting for those who 

took a longer time to complete the measures. Those who finished early 

were fiee to leave after turnmg m their packet of test items. Each 

participant first completed their tivo individual tasks (approximatel}' 15-20 

mUiutes for each task) and then the Shiple}' histitute of Livuig Scale, the 

MiUtifactor Emotional InteUigence Scale (MEIS-short-version), and a 

questionnaire assessing participants' empathetic and copmg abUities, and 

demographics. The scales required approximately 70 minutes. Total 

participation time in tins stud}' was between 1-1/2 to 2 horns. 

The experiment began with participants first completing their 

mdividual tasks, which involved the completion of 30 anagrams and 8 
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cognitive reasoning problems. In the first task, participants were 

administered a Ust of either 30 easy or 30 difficult anagi-ams (refer to Tables 

61-62) under high versus low stiess conditions (refer to measmes section for 

a detaUed description of the anagrams). Participants were mstiucted to 

rearrange the fiv^e letters of each anagram to make a word and write this 

word on the blank answer sheets provided. The answer sheet consisted oi 

30 blank lines for each of the 30 total anagrams. Participants were not 

aUowed to write the unsolved letters on their response sheets ui order to 

prev^ent overexposure to the letter strings. Also, the researcher instructed 

participants to not talk or ask questions during the anagram presentation 

since doing so woiUd prov e distiacting. Each anagram was presented on a 

laptop computer connected to a LCD projector run bv the PowerPomt 

Presentation softivare program. This technique was adopted to eliminate 

any errors m time presentation of each of the anagrams and to 

accommodate group testing. For both the eas} and difficult Ust of 

anagrams, participants ui the low stress condition were exposed to the letter 

stiings for 30 seconds and aUowed an additional 5 seconds interval to 

complete that stiing before the next string was presented. Individuals in the 

high stress condition were given 12 seconds exposure time and the same 5 

second interval. In GiUiooh' and Jolmson (1978), each anagram was 

presented for 15 seconds. To ensure the high stiess condition was stiessful 

enough, the original 15 seconds was reduced to 12 seconds per anagram. 
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The 30 seconds/per anagram in the low time stiess condition was the 

original 15 seconds multipUed bv 2. After each anagi'am presentation, 

participants were to write down their solutions as soon as they guessed the 

answer and before the next stiing appeared. After completing the 

anagrams, participants placed the answer sheets into a large nianUa 

envelope so that the}' could not work an}' fmtlier on that particular task. 

One env^elope was prov ided to each participant. Also, during a task, oiU}' 

that test was on their desks whUe the rest of the packet of measures were 

placed underneath their desk. This was a precautionarv' measure to prev ent 

students fiom getting a head start on tasks that were timed. 

The second indiv idual task involv ed participants completing either 8 

easy or 8 difficiUt problems selected from the Burney Logical Reasoning 

Test, originaUv developed to assess cognitiv e reasoning abUities (refer to 

measures section for a detailed description of the problems). Tliese items 

were self-administered so participants read each item themselves and 

recorded their answer on the test sheets themselves. Participants in the low 

stiess condition were aUowed 16 minutes to complete the set, whereas, 

those in the high stiess condition were given 8 mUiutes. Tlie time 

conditions selected for this task were obtained from Lam et al. (1998). 

Completion of the original 21 items took approximatel}' 30 nihiutes ui tliis 

study, thus av^eraging 1.4 minutes per items. For this study, one minute 

versus two minutes per items was chosen to reflect the low versus liigh tinie 
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pressures. Participants were not aware of the conditions under which the} 

were performing tliefr tasks. Participants were instructed that both accmac} 

and speed, was emphasized in each of tivo tasks. That is, participants were 

told that the}' should try to complete aU the items witliui the aUotted time, 

but that they also should tiv to get as many correct as possible. Since the 

items on Task 2 were multiple-choice, participants were mstiucted to guess 

U the}' were unsure or did not know the answer. There was no penalti' for 

getting an item wrong. Only the numbers answered correctly were comited. 

Once this test was completed, participants placed the test inside then-

envelopes. 

After completing the tivo uidivddual tasks, the researcher reviewed 

the mstiuctions for the general UiteUigence test. Participants were aUowed 

exactly 10 minutes for each side of the Shipley The front section consisted 

of choosing a word that was exactly the same or almost the same as the lest 

word (40 items total). Participants had to complete aU items and had to 

guess on items with wliich the}' had difficult}'. Again, there was no penalty 

for wrong answers. Onl}^ after everyone completed the front section were 

participants aUowed to turn to the back. Tlie back section reqimed 

participants to determine what letter(s), number(s), or word(s) foUowed a 

pattern of letters, numbers, or words. After both sections were completed, 

participants placed the Shipley inside their envelopes and took out the last 

set of measures. Tlie last set consisted of the MEIS, empathy and copmg 
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scales, and demographic questions. There was no time limit to this last 

packet, and participants were aUowed to leave once the packet was turned m 

to the researcher. 

Participants were told that their responses would be kept confidential 

and to be used only for researcli purposes. Response sheets were identified 

b}' case numbers ciiid did not mciude names, social security numbers, or an}' 

other form of identification. In addition, participants were mformed of the 

possibUit}' of receiving $15 li they were one of the top four performers on 

their individual tasks. Participants mterested m competing for the $25 

wrote their names and phone numbers on a scratch sheet of paper that u as 

mciuded witliui the test packet. After completion and coUection of the test 

packets, a case number was assigned to eacii packet and the httle sUp of 

paper. Tlie sUp of paper was then removed from the test packet to ensure 

confidentiaUtv of participants responses. Tiie ov^eraU highest four scores 

was not chosen for the prize because these scores would obviously come 

from Condition 1 (the easiest condition). SubsequenUy, a single participant 

with the lUghest score (on botli the individual tasks) from each of the fom-

experimental conditions was selected for the prize money. These 

participants receiv ed a check for $25 by niiiU. 
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CHAPTER m 

RESULTS 

Descriptive Statistics 

A sumniiiry of the major variables examined in tliis study is mciuded 

in Table 1. As described in the measures section, scores on the individual 

tasks and a number of scales were calculated in terms of the percentage 

answered correcfl}', with the exception of values for achievement variables 

such as SAT, GPA, and IQ, empathetic tendencies, and copmg. 

ManipiUation Checks 

To ensure that there were distinct differences between the four 

experimental conditions (1-eas}' task/low stiess, 2-easy task/high stiess, 3-

difficult task/low stiess, 4-difficult task/high stiess), it was necessarv to 

examine whether performance on each of the two individual tasks differed 

as a function of both stiess and difficulti levels. In terms of Task 1, 

participants administered the easy (mean=70.7%, SD=.170, N=150) versus 

difficult hst (mean=25.2%, SD=.160, N=154) of anagiam dUfered 

significantly, t(302)=24.104, two-taUed, p<.01, in how they performed under 

low (mean=53.7%, SD=.280, N=163) versus high time stiess conditions 

(mean=40.6%, SD=.266, N=141), t(302)=4.162, two-taUed, p<.01. However, 

these same differences were not present with Task 2. Pcrforrrumce on the 
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Table 1. Summary of Descriptive Statistics. 

\ ariables 

SAT Scores 

GPA 

IQ 

Task 1 (Anagranis) 

Task 2 (Problems) 

Perfomiance (Taskl&:Task2) 

MEIS 
1. Perception 

a. Perceivinc; 

b. Assimilation 

(1) Synesthesia 

(2) Feeling Biases 

3. Manac^inc; Emotions 

a. In Others 

b. In Self 

Overall Emotional 

Intellitrence o 

Empathy 

Coping 

1. Problem-focused 

Coping 

2. Emotions-focused 

Copmg 

a. Seeks social support 

b. Blan-ied Self 

c. Wishful Thinking 

d. Avoidance 

Mean 

1053 

o_o 

106.3 

4:^.0% 

64.1% 

55.8% 

75.3% 

76.7% 

73.9% 

71.1% 

/ 0 . / '0 

60.6% 

63.4% 

5 .̂Q% 

06.4% 

26.2 

2.4 

1.8 

n 0 

1.6 

2.1 

1.4 

Range 

690-1480 

1.5-4.0 

81-120 

0%-100% 

0%-100% 

3%-100% 

57.4%-90.2% 

29.2%-83.4% 

51.8%-79.3% 

-29.0- (+67.0) 

1-3.7 

.5-3.3 

Standard Deviation 

130.8% 

^ • ^ o 

0.4% 

.281 

.292 

.26" 

.05^^ 

.106 

.056 

18.102 

.418 

.524 



cognitive reasoning problems differed significantiy as a function of task 

difficultv', t(301)=20.321, tivo-taUed, p<.01, (easy mean= 96.5%, SD=.154; 

N=150; difficult mean=42.2%, SD=.219; N=153), but not relative to time 

pressure, t(301)=.500, tivo-taUed, p=.618. Those Ui the low time stiess group 

(mean=64.9%, SD=.278, N=162) performed comparable to those in the high 

time stiess condition (mean=66.2%, SD=.308, N=141). hi terms of overaU 

performance measures (average of Task 1 and Task 2), there were significant 

effects from both stiess, t(301)=2.397, tivo-taUed, p<.05, (low stiess group: 

mean=59.2%, SD=.261, N=162; high stiess group: mean=51.9%, SD=.270, 

N=141) and task difficult}', t(301)=27.389, tivo-taUed, p<.01, (easy Ust group: 

mean=78.6%, SD=.125, N=150; difficult Ust group: niean=33.5%, SD=.159, 

N=153). These differences can be observed in Figures 2-3 below. 
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Statistical Analv ses 

ReliabiUties 

Examination of the Cronbach's alpha values indicate that good 

reliabiUtv' was observed for both modified v ersions of the empathy (a=.823) 

and WOCC-revised (a=.839) scales. However, there was great variabUit}' in 

the alpha values for the MEIS, which ranged from .160 to .628 for aU nine 

sections. The entire MEIS had a reUabUit}' of .709. The reUabUities for each 

of the parts of the MEIS are presented in Table 2. Comparison of 

reUabUities with those found in Mayer et al. (1997) indicate comparable 

values with the exception of the Perceiving, Progression, and Transition 
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Emotional IntelUgence and Perfomiance 

To investigate the relationship between emotional inteUigence and 

performance, Pearson product-moment correlations (hypotheses la and lb) 

and multiple regressions (hypotheses Ic) were examined. Emotional 

intelUgence was significantiy correlated with Task 1 (anagrams) (r=.145, 

p<.05). Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems) (r=.228, p<.01), and overaU 

performance (Task 1 and Task 2 av^eraged) (r=.202, p<.01). These 

relationships were positive as expected. Concerning Hypothesis lb, the 

predicted relationship between emotional inteUigence and general 

inteUigence was supported (r=.300, p<.01). 

To test Hypothesis Ic, standard multiple regressions were conducted 

to determine whether emotional inteUigence, as measured bv' the recently 

developed Multifactor Emotional InteUigence Scale (MEIS), was more 

predictive of performance, empathy, and coping than general inteUigence as 

measured by the Shipley Institute of Living Scale. For clarification purposes 

concerning the regression procedures, it is important to note that 

performance was examined in terms of scores on Task 1 (anagrams). Task 2 

(cognitiv^e reasoning problems), and both tasks averaged. Also, emotional 

inteUigence was considered in two manners, one by way of the overaU 

emotional inteUigence score and the other in terms of the three subscale 

component scores (Perception for perceiving and assimilation. 

Understanding, and Managing Emotions). 
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sections, which had unusuaUv lower alpha coefficients than those observed 

in Mayer et al. (1997). Possibh , tiie declines in reUabiUt}' values either mav 

relate to the use of the short rather than long version originally used in the 

vahdation study or to participants' exhaustion from having to complete tliis 

scale after performing the two individual tasks and the general intelUgence 

test. The low Cronbach alpha v'alues observ ed for some of the subscales 

may indicate that subscale items were not weU correlated with one another. 

Giv^en that low reUabUit}^ tends to reduce correlations, signUicant 

relationships are understood to represent a lower bound estimate of those 

relationsliips. On the other hand, these rehabUitv' values may be useful for 

purposes of regression analyses since it is desired that items do not correlate 

to weU with one another in order to examine the unique contiibution an 

independent v ariable makes toward the prediction of a criterion v ariable. 

Table 2. ReUabUities for the MiUtUactor Emotional InteUigence Scale 
(MEB). 

Percei VTng-Stori es 
S\Tiesthesia 
Feelings Bias 
Blends 
Progression 
Transition 
Relativity 
Managing Emotions 
in Other 
Managing Emotions 
in Oneself 

Number 
oi Items 

42 
60 
28 
8 
8 

24 
40 

24 

24 

Mean 

32.223 
42.723 
21.457 
4.QP3 
5.835 

13.834 
23.58P 

15.215 

13.884 

Standard 
Deviation 

3.291 
5.164 
2.f)19 
1.48^ 
1.250 
2.400 
3.830 

3.052 

2.928 

a 

.489 

.628 

.512 

.30Q 

.160 
0 0 3 

.523 

.478 

.386 

a (in Mayer et 
ed, 1Q97) 

.72 

.66 

.60 

.35 

.50 

.85 

.63 

.42 

.40 

Note: The means and standard deviations var\- trom the values presented in the table oi descriptive 
statistics because these were not done on the percentage scored correctly. 
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Concerning Task 1 (anagrams), the overaU equation involving both 

general inteUigence and overall emotional inteUigence was significant , F(2, 

278)=7.667, p<.01; Task 1 = -.676 + .185(IQ) + .090(EQ) (Table 3). Each 

predictor variable accounted for 9% of the variance, but onlv general 

inteUigence made a significant contribution to the prediction of 

performance on the anagram task, p=.185, p<.01) (Table 4). 

Table 3. Summary of Analysis of Variance Due to 
Regression for Task 1 (Anagranis). 

Source 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

Sum of 
Squares 

1.157 
20.979 
22.136 

df 
2 

278 

Mean 
Square 

.579 

.075 

F 

7.667 
P 

.001 

Table 4. Summarv^ of Midtiple Regression Results of General 
intelhgence and Emotional InteUigence 

on Task 1 (Anagrams). 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

Variable 

General 
Intelligence 
Emotional 
Intelligence 

1̂  
.185 

.090 

Partial 
Corn 
.179 

.087 

Semipart. 
Corn 
.177 

.085 

R-

.090 

.090 

t-
value 

3.027 

1.463 

P 

.003 

ns 

N 

304 

286 

The overaU equation inv^olv ing general inteUigence along with the 

three major components (Perception, Understanding, and Managing 

Emotions) of emotional inteUigence also was significant, F(4, 276)=5.349, 

p<.01; Task 1= -.677 + .137(IQ) + .047(Perception) + .174(Understanding) -

.030(Managing) (Table 5). Significant contiibutions were made by general 
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intelUgence, p=.137, p<.05, and the Understanding component, |5=.174, p<.01. 

Perception and Managing Emotions components did not make significant 

contributions in this equation model (Table 6). 

Table 5. Smnmary of Analysis of Variance Due to Regression 
for Task 1 (Anagrams) (General InteUigence and 

Components of Emotional UiteUigence). 

Source 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

Sum of 
Squares 

1.592 
20.543 
22.136 

df 

4 
278 

Mean 
Square 

.398 

.074 

F 

5.349 
P 

.001 

Table 6. Summarv^ of Multiple Regression ResiUts of General 
InteUigence and Components of Emotional IntelUgence 

on Task 1 (Anagrams). 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

\'ariable 

General 
Intelligence 
Perception 
Understanding 
Managing 

P 
.138 

.074 

.174 
-.030 

Partial 
Corn 
.127 

.056 

.163 
-.029 

Semipart. 
Corn 
.124 

.044 

.159 
-.028 

R-̂  

.183 

.140 

.166 

.123 

t-
value 
2.130 

.759 
2.744 
-.488 

P 

.034 

ns 
.006 
ns 

N 

304 

298 
293 
302 

Significant contributions from general intelUgence and emotional 

inteUigence toward the prediction of performance also were observed for 

Task 2. This was true whether the inclusion was either ov eraU emotional 

inteUigence, F(2, 278)=13.863, p<.01, or its separate components, F(4, 

276)=7.082, p<.01 (Table 7 and Table 9). hi the overaU equation. Task 2 =-.922 

+ .206(IQ) + .166(EQ), both general inteUigence (p<.01) and emotional 
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intelUgence (p<.01) made significant contributions to the prediction of 

performance on the cognitiv e reasoning problems (Table 8). For emotional 

intelhgence's components. Task 2 = -.919 + .190(IQ) + .064(Perception) + 

.113(Understanding) + .086(Managing), a significant contiibution to the 

regression model was made orUy by general inteUigence (p<.01) and not the 

components (Table 10). 

Table 7. Summar\' of Analysis of Variance Due to Regression 
for Task 2 (Cognitiv-e Reasoning Problems). 

Source 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

Sum of 
Squares 

2.166 
21.714 
23.880 

df 
2 

278 

Mean 
Square 

1.083 
.078 

F 

13.864 
P 

.001 

Table 8. Summary of Midtiple Regression Results of General 
InteUigence and Emotional InteUigence on Task 2 

(Cognitiv e Reasoning Problems). 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

Variable 

General 
Intelligence 
Emotional 
Intelligence 

1̂  
.206 

.166 

Partial 
Corn 

.202 

.164 

Semipart. 
Corn 
.197 

.159 

R' 

.090 

.090 

t-
\ alue 
3.436 

2.777 

P 

.001 

.006 

N 

304 

286 

Table 9. Simimar)' of Analysis of Variance Due to Regression for 
Task 2 (Cognitive Reasoning Problems) (General IntelUgence 

and Components of Emotional InteUigence). 

Source 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

Sunt of 
Squares 

2.223 
21.657 
23.880 

df 
4 

276 

Mean 
Square 

.556 

.078 

F 

7.082 
r 

.001 
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Table 10. Summary of Multiple Regression Results of General 
InteUigence and Components of Emotional intelUgence 

on Task 2 (Cogrutive Reasoning Problems). 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

\^ ariable 

General 
Intelligence 
Perception 
L nderstandintj, 
Manaffins: 

f> 

.190 

.064 

.113 

.086 

Partial 
Corr. 

.177 

.062 

.107 

.084 

Semipart 
. Corr. 

.172 

.059 

.103 

.081 

R-

.183 

.140 

.166 

.123 

t-
value 

2.993 

1.036 
1.794 
1.408 

P 

.003 

ns 
ris 
ns 

. \' 

3iU 

298 
203 
302 

With o\ eraU performance, both the ov eraU equation, F(2, 278) = 

12.102, p<.01, overaU perf=-.796+.208(IQ)+.140(EQ), and die contiibution of 

general inteUigence, (^=.208, p<.01, and ov eraU emotional UitelUgence, 

J5=.140, p<.05, was significant (Table 11 and Table 12). SimUarly, the 

regression model with the components of emotional intelhgence was 

significant, F(4, 276)=6.755, p<.01, overaU perf=-.793+. 174(IQ)+.059(Perc)+ 

.154(Und)+.033(Man) (Table 13). However, only general inteUigence, p=.174, 

p<.01, and the Understanding component, |5=.154, p<.05, contributed 

significantlv^ to overaU performance (Table 14). 

Table 11. Summary of Analysis of Variance Ehie to Regression 
for Ov eraU Performance. 

Source Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square F p 

Regression 1.604 2 .802 12.102 .001 
Residual 18.424 278 1)66 
Total 20.028 
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Table 12. Summary of Multiple Regression Results of General 
InteUigence and Emotional IntelUgence on 

CH eraU Performance. 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

\ ariable 

General 
Intelligence 
Emotional 
Intellii^ence 

P 
.208 

.140 

Partial 
Corr. 

.202 

.138 

Semipart. 
Corr. 

.198 

.134 

R̂  

.090 

.090 

t-
\ alue 

3.442 

2.322 

P 

.001 

.021 

N 

AU 

286 

Table 13. Summar}^ of Analysis of Variance Ehie to Regression 
for Ov erall Perforniimce (General InteUigence and 

Components of Emotional Intelhgence. 

Source 

Recrression o 
Residual 
Total 

Sum of 
Squares 

1.786 
18.242 
20.028 

df 

4 
276 

Mean 
Square 

.440 

.066 

F 

6.755 
P 

.001 

Table 14. Summary of Multiple Regression Results of General 
InteUigence and Components of Emotional IntelUgence 

on Ov eraU Performance. 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

Van able o Partial Semipart R" t-
Corn . Corr. value 

N 

General 
Intelligence 
Perception 
L^nderstanding 
Managing 

.174 

.059 

.154 

.033 

.162 

..058 
.145 
.033 

.157 

.055 

.140 

.031 

.183 

.140 

.166 

.123 

2.730 

.958 
2.441 
.546 

.007 

ns 
.015 
ns 

304 

298 
293 
302 

In addition to hypotheses concerning the predictabUit} of 

performance by the MEK versus the Shipley, simUar predictions were made 

concernmg empathy and coping. With empathy, the multiple regression 
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equation inv^olv ing general inteUigence and ov^eraU emotional inteUigence 

was not significant, F(2, 278)=.904, p=.406. However, significance was 

obtained when the components were included rather than the oV'eraU 

emotional inteUigence score, F(4, 276)=5.442, p<.01, Empathy=4?".105-

.129(IQ)-.088(Perc)+.274(Und)-.031(Man) (Table 15). SunUar to the findings 

for perfomiance, significant contiibutions were made bv general 

intelUgence, p=-.129, p<.05, and the Understanding component, p=.274, p<.01 

(Table 16). 

Table 15. Summary of Analysis of Variance Due to Regression 
for Empathv . 

Source 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

Sum of 
Squares 

6708.28 
85061.50 
91769.77 

df 

4 
276 

Mean 
Square 

1677.069 
308.194 

F 

5.442 
P 

.001 

Table 16. Summary of Multiple Regression Results of General 
InteUigence and Components of Emotional 

intelUgence on Empathy. 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

Variable 

General 
Intelligence 
Perception 
Lhiderstanding 
Managing 

P 
-.129 

-.088 
.274 
-.031 

Partial 
Corr. 

-.120 

-.085 
.252 
-.030 

Semipart 
. Corr. 

-.116 

-.082 
.251 
-.029 

R-

.183 

.140 

.166 

.123 

t-
value 
-2.009 

-1.416 
4.323 
-.499 

P 

.046 

ns 
.001 
ns 

N 

304 

298 
293 
302 

With respect to coping abUities, analyses were separated for the two 

t} pes of coping. In other words, each coping st)de served separatelv as a 
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dependent variable. The regression equation consisting of general 

inteUigence and just the ov erall emotional intelUgence score was 

significant, F(2, 278)=6.238, p<.05; Problem-focused coping = 3.948 - .132(IQ) -

.123 (EQ) (Table 17). Significant contributions were niiule bv both predictor 

variables, p<.05 (Table 18). 

Table 17. Summary of Analysis of Variance Due to Regression 
for Problem-focused Coping. 

Source 

Regression o 
Residual 
Total 

Sum of 
Squares 

2.102 
46.846 
48.948 

df 

278 

Mean 
Square 

1.051 
.160 

F 

6.238 
P 

.002 

Table 18. Summary of Multiple Regression ResiUts of General 
InteUigence and Emotional IntelUgence on 

Problem-focused Coping. 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

Variable 

General 
Intelligence 
Emotional 
Intellicrence 

o 

f> 
-.132 

.125 

Partial 
Corr. 

-.128 

-.121 

Seinipart. 
Corr. 

.120 

-.119 

R̂  

.090 

.090 

t-
value 

2.151 

2.028 

P 

.032 

.044 

N 

304 

286 

In the second model. Problem-focused coping = 4.259 - .167(IQ) -

.156(Perception) + .093(Understanding) - .076(Managing), the overaU 

equation was significant, F(4, 276)=5.242, p<.01 (Table 19), with only general 

intelUgence (p<.01) and the Perception component (p<.05) adding 

significantly to the prediction of problem-focused coping (Table 20). These 
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findings are contiary to regressions on emotions-focused coping, which 

indicated general inteUigence in combination with either ov eraU emotional 

mteUigence, F(2, 278)=1.753, p=.175, or its components, F(4, 276)=2.217, 

p=.067, were not significant predictors of this tipe of coping stile. 

Table 19. Summary of Analysis of Variance Due to Regression 
for Problem-focused Coping. 

Source 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

Sum of 
Squares 

3.456 
45.492 
48.948 

df 

4 
276 

Mean 
Square 

.864 

.165 

F 

5.242 
P 

.001 

Table 20. Summar}' of Multiple Regression Results of General 
InteUigence and Components of Emotional IntelUgence 

on Problem-focused Coping. 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

\ ariable 

General 
Intelligence 
Perception 
Lhidei-st anding 
Managing 

P 
-.167 

-.156 
.093 
-.076 

Partial 
Corr. 
-.155 

-.148 
.087 
-.074 

Semipart 
. Corr. 
-.151 

-.144 
.085 
-.071 

R' 

.183 

.140 

.166 

.123 

t-
value 
-2.604 

-2.488 
1.457 
-1.226 

P 

.010 

.013 
ns 
ns 

N 

304 

298 
293 
302 

Empathy and Performance 

The inv^estigation of how empathy and performance are related also 

required examining empathy's relationship to emotional inteUigence. 

Empathetic abUit}^ was hypothesized to correlate with the subscale 

Perceiving of the MEK (Hv pothesis 2a) since both of these tw ô abUities 
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involve tiie perception and identification of emotional stimuU. Pearson 

correlation indicated that this relationship was significant (r=-.132, p<.05). 

However, this relationship was negative, not positive as predicted. With 

overaU emotional inteUigence (Hypothesis 2b), empathy was positiveh 

correlated but was not statisticaUy significant (r=.053, p=.373). Empathy 

does not appear to relate to ov^eraU emotional inteUigence, which is 

contiary to Mayer et al.'s (1997) previous findings that empathy had a 

significant relationship to ov erall emotional inteUigence (r=.33, p<.01). 

With respect to performance (Hypothesis 2c), empathy did not reach 

statistical significance at p<.05 but at p<.10, r=.107, p=.066, with Task 1 

(anagrams), and did not correlate with either Task 2 (cognitiv^e reasonmg 

problems), r = -.030, or ov eraU performance, r=.041. 

Emotion Regulation Versus Coping 

Hypothesis 3 concerned Brermer's and Salov ey's (1997) postulate that 

the emotion regulation component of the emotional intelUgence constiuct 

was "synonymous" to the abUitv to cope with stiessfiU events. A significant 

relationship between the subscale Managing Emotions (reflecting emotion 

regulation) of the MEIS and both subparts of the Ways of Coping CheckUst-

revised wotdd confirm this postulate. Pearson product-moment 

correlations indicated that the subparts (ManagUig Emotions in Others and 

Managing Emotions in OneseU) of Managing Emotions and the subparts 
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(Problem-focused and Emotions-focused) of the WOCC did correlate, but 

not to the respective subparts (Table 21). That is. Managing Emotions m 

Others was predicted to correlate with Problem-focused coping (both 

externaUy directed strategies) (Hypothesis 3a) , wliUe Managing Emotions 

in Oneself was expected to relate to Emotions-focused coping (both 

mternaUy-directed stiategies) (Hypothesis 3b). As seen in Table 20 below, 

opposite findings were observ^ed. Managing Emotions in Others correlated 

with Emotions-focused coping rather than Problem-focused coping (r = -

.170, p<.01), and Managing Emotions in Oneself correlated with Problem-

focused coping (r = -.125, p< .05) rather than Emotions-focused coping. 

Therefore, no support was prov ided for Hypothesis 3a and 3b. Also, the 

prediction concerning the the entire subscale of Managing Emotions 

correlating with both types of coping was confirmed, thus prov iding some 

support for the postulate that emotion regulation and coping ma}' be 

similar constructs. Howev^er, since aU correlations were negative, there was 

no support for the prediction of a positiv e relationship between Managing 

Emotions in Others and the WOCC (Hv pothesis 3c). With respect to both 

coping stv les correlating positively to overaU emotional inteUigence 

(Hypothesis 3d), it was predicted that coping stv les would correlate to 

ov eraU emotional inteUigence U this constiuct was similar to the ManagUig 

Emotions component. This prediction was not confirmed since only 
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problem-focused coping correlated with emotional intelUgence, and this 

relationship was not positiv e. 

Table 21. Summary of Predicted Versus Observed Correlations between 
Managing Emotions of the MEIS and the Wav s of C^opUig 

Checklist-Re vised. 

Scales 

Problem-
focused Coping 

Emotions-
focused Coping 

Managing 
Emotions in 

Otiiers 

A 

O (r = -.170, 
p<.01) 

Managing 
Emotions in 

Oneself 

O (r = -.i25, 
p< .05) 

A 

Entire 
Managing 
Emotions 
Subscale 

AO (r = -.132, 
P<.05) 

AO(r=-.158, 
p<.01) 

Overall 
Emotional 

Intelligence 

AO r = -.i(34, 
p<.01) 

A 

Note: A Predicted to correlate; O Observed to correlate. 

In addition to the Pearson product-moment correlations, multiple 

regressions were conducted to compare the predictabiUty of coping abiUties 

versus the emotion regulation component of the MEK (Hypodiesis 3e). 

Results of these regression analyses indicated that Managing Emotions of 

the MEIS and Problem-focused and Emotions-focused Coping of the WOCC 

did not significantly predict performance on Task 1(anagrams), F(3, 

277)=1.155, p=.327, or overaU performance, F(3, 277)=2.498, p=.060. The 

multiple regression equation. Task 2 = .717 + .117(Managing) -

.129(Problem-focused) - .051(Emotions-focused), was significant, F(3, 

277)=3.797, p<.05 (Table 22). Significant contributions were made by 

Managing Emotions, p=.052, and Emotions-focused coping, p<.05 (Table 23). 
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Table 22. Summary of Analysis of Variance Due to Regression 
for Task 2 (Cognitive Reasoning Problems). 

Source 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

Sum of 
Squares 

.943 
22.937 
23.880 

df 

3 

Mean 
Square 

.314 

.083 

F 

3.797 
r 

.011 

Table 23. Summar}' of Multiple Regression Restdts of Managing 
Emotions Component and Problem-focused and Emotions-
focused Coping on Task 2 (Cognitive Reasoning Problems). 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

Variable 

Managing 
Emotions 
Problem-
focused Coping 
Emotions-
focused Coping 

P 

.117 

-. 129 

-.051 

Partial 
Con". 

.116 

.130 

-.051 

Seinipart 
. Corr. 

.115 

-.128 

-.050 

R-

.041 

.018 

.025 

t-
value 

1.950 

-2.170 

-.850 

P 

.052 

.030 

ns 

N 

302 

3ai 

299 

Emotional InteUigence, Empathy, Coping, and 
Performance under Stiess 

Based upon previous evidence of the negative impact of stiess upon 

performance, it was predicted that performance would differ as a function of 

low versus high stiess conditions imposed upon the individual tasks 

(Hypothesis 4a). This prediction was confumed for scores on Task 1 

(anagrams) and overaU performance, but not for Task 2 (cognitive reasoning 

problems), in other words, comparison of perforrrumce scores of low versus 

high stiess groups indicated that participants performed significantly lower 

in the high stiess than m the low stiess condition for the first task, 
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t(302)=4.162, tivo-tailed, p<.01, and overaU performance, t(301)=2.397, tivo-

taUed, p<.05. The faUure of significant group differences on the cogiiiti\ e 

reasoning problems indicated participants were not experiencing 

differential levels of stiess while completing this particular task, wliich may 

be due to a faUed time manipulation of Task 2. 

To test predictions concerning perforniimce decrements that ma} 

vary as a fimction of emotional intelUgence, empathy, and coping abUities, 

tivo-wa}^ ANCOVAs were conducted. General inteUigence served as the 

covariate during these analyses to ensure that any significant differences 

were not a result of general intelUgence. H\ pothesis 4b stated that 

performance decrements resulting from stiess may relate to differences in 

emotional inteUigence. It was predicted that individuals exhibiting lower 

overall emotional inteUigence woiUd experience significantly higher 

performance decrements than those with more heightened overaU 

emotional reasoning abUities. Groups of low and high levels of emotional 

inteUigence were estabUshed b\ adding to/subtiacting from the mean 

emotional intelUgence v alue haU its standard deviation. The bottom groups 

were those scoring 59.7% or lower, and the top group were those scoring 

64.6% or higher. A number of cases were lost to this grouping process. 

Results of the tivo-way ANCOVA indicated that performance decrements on 

Task 1 (Table 24 and Table 25), Task 2 (Table 26 and Table 27), and overaU 

performance (Table 28 and Table 29) under var)'ing stiess conditions were 
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not significanth' related to levels of overaU emotional inteUigence. Also, 

the interaction between stiess and emotional inteUigence for both tasks and 

overaU performance were not significant. Thus, there was no support for 

H} pothesis 4b. Tests of homogeneit}^ of variance and covariance mdicated 

no \dotations of this assmnption. 

Table 24. Summary of Two-Way Analysis of Covariance for 
Task 1 (Anagrams) as a Function of Emotional 

Intelhgence. 

Source 

Stress 
Emotional Intellicrence 
Stress X Emotional 
Intelligence 
Residual 

df 

1 
1 
1 

173 

MS 

.614 

.011 

.101 

.067 

F 

9.165 
.165 
1.512 

P 
.003 
ns 
ns 

Table 25. Statistics for Stiess x Emotional InteUigence Groups 
for Task 1 (Anagrams). 

Stress 

Low-
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Emotional 
Intelligence 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

Mean 

.474 

.610 

.415 

.435 

.490 

Adjusted 
Me ail 

.510 
575 
.440 
.409 

Standard 
Deviation 

.274 

.280 

.268 

.260 

.280 

N 

47 
49 
37 
45 
178 

Table 26. Summary of Two-Wav Analvsis of C^ovariance for 
Task 2 (Cognitive Reasoning Problems) as a Function 

of Emotional InteUigence. 

Soiirce 

Stress 
Eme^tional Intellicrence 
Stress X Emotional 
Intelligence 
Residual 

df 

1 
1 
1 

173 

MS 

.015 

.161 

.087 

.077 

F 

.200 
2.076 
1.125 

P 
ns 
ns 
i^^s 
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Table 27. Statistics for Stiess x Emotional InteUigence Groups for 
Task 2 (Cogniti\'e Reasoning Problems). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Emotional 
Intelligence 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

Mean 

.540 

.724 

.615 

.689 

.644 

Adjusted 
Mean 

.578 

.oS~ 

.642 

.661 

Standard 
Deviation 

.301 
-140 

.331 

.28^^ 

.298 

\ 

47 
40 

3" 
45 
178 

Table 28. Summary of T^vo-Way Analysis of Covariance for 
CH'eraU Performance as a Function of 

Emotional InteUigence. 

Soiorce 

Stress 
Emotional Intelligence 
Stress X Emotional 
Intelligence 
Residual 

df 
1 
1 
1 

173 

N5 

.109 

.064 

.094 

.063 

F 

1.729 
I.OIQ 
1.4^ 

P 
ns 
ns 
ns 

Table 29. Statistics for Stiess x Emotional InteUigence Groups 
for OveraU Performance. 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Emotional 
Intelligence 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

Mean 

.507 

.667" 

.515 

.562 

.567 

Adjusted 
Mean 

.544 

.631 

.541 

.535 

Standard 
Deviation 

.270 

.24Q 

.282 

.260 

.270 

N 

47 
4Q 

37 
45 
178 

Hypothesis 4c concerning performance decrements being associated 

to levels of empathy was tested in the same manner as was overaU 

emotional inteUigence. Two groups indicating low versus high levels of 

empathetic tendencies were estabUshed. Individuals scoring 17.2 (mean-
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1/2 its SD) or below comprised the bottom group, whUe those scoring 35.3 

(mean-t- 1/2 its SD) and above were placed ui the top group, lindings fiom 

the two-wa} ANCOVA indicated groups differences were observed onl\' for 

Task 1 (anagiams), F(l, 185)=4.891, p<.05 (Table 30 and Table 31), but not for 

either Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems), F(l,185)=.034, p=.854 (Table 32 

and Table 33), or overaU performance, F(l, 185)= 1.588, p=.209 (Table 34 and 

Table 35). No interactions betiveen stiess and empathy le\ els were present. 

Tests of homogeneity of \'ariance and covariances indicated that no 

violations of this assumption were made. 

Table 30. Sunimar}^ of Two-Wa\ Analysis of Covariance for 
Task 1 (Anagrams) as a Function of Empathy. 

Stress 
Empathy 
Stress X Empathv 
Residual 

df 

1 
1 
1 

185 

NB 

.409 

.343 

.000 

.070 

F 

5.833 
4.891 
.003 

P 
.017 
.028 
ns 

Table 31. Statistics for Stiess x Empathy Groups for 
Task 1 (Anagrams). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Empathy 

Low 
High 
Low^ 
High 

Mean 

.464 

.550 

.367 

.461 

.465 

Adjusted 
Mean 

.466 

.550 

.370 

.456 

Stand aî d 
Deviation 

.285 

.274 

.257 

.257 

.275 

N 

46 
56 
46 
42 
190 
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Table 32. Summary of Two-Wa\ Anah sis of Covariance for 
Task 2 (Cognitive Reasoning Problems) as a 

Function of Empathy. 

Stress 
Enripathy 
Stress X Empathv 
Residual 

df 

1 
1 
1 

185 

MS 

.081 

.002 

.02Q 

.076 

F 

1.0t>4 
.034 
.382 

P 
ns 
ns 
ns 

Table 33. Statistics for Stress x Empath^^ Groups for Task 2 
(Cognitive Reasoning Problems). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Empathy 

Lov%" 

High 
Low 
High 

Mean 

.595 

.632 

.660 

.652 

.634 

Adjusted 
Meaii 

.598 

.630 

.664 

.647" 

Standard 
Deviation 

.280 
^070 

.268 

.326 

.285 

N 

46 
56 
46 
42 
IQO 

Table 34. Summary of Two-Wa^ Analvsis of Covariance for 
OveraU Performance as a Function of Empatiiy. 

Stress 
Empathy 
Stress X Empathy 
Residual 

df 

1 
1 
1 

185 

MS 

.031 

.101 

.006 

.064 

F 

.493 
1.588 
.096 

P 
ns 
ns 
ns 

Table 35. Statistics for Stress x Empathy Groups for 
Overall Performance. 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Empathy 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

Mean 

.529 

.591 

.514 

.556 

.550 

Adjusted 
Mean 

.532 

.590 

.517 

.552 

Standard 
Deviation 

.268 

.249 

.249 

.276 

.260 

N 

-to 
56 
46 
42 
1^0 
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The negative effect of stiess upon performance also was hypothesized 

to vary as a function of both problem-focused and emotions-focused t} pes 

of coping (Hypothesis 4d). Groups were obtained by dividing participants 

into two groups, those in the bottom who less frequenth' used these coping 

St) les and those in the top who more frequenti}^ used these stiles. 

Individuals who scored 2.2 (mean - haU the SD for problem-focused coping) 

or below were placed in the less frequent use group, whUe those scoring 2.6 

(mean + haU the SD for problem-focoised coping) and above were m the 

more frequent use group. A significant main effect of problem-focused 

coping was observed for Task 1 (anagrams), F (1, 175)=4.089, p<.05 (Table 36 

and Table 37), Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems), F(l, 174)=8.158, p<.01 

(Table 38 and Table 39), and overaU performance, F(l, 174)=7.013, p<.01 

(Table 40 and Table 41). Despite these significant main effects, none of the 

interactions were statisticaUy significant. Also, tests of honiogeneit\ of 

V ariance and co\ ariance indicated no violations of this assumption were 

made. 

Table 36. Summary of Two-Way Analysis of Covariance for Task 1 
(Anagrams) as a Function of Problem-Focused Copmg. 

Stress 
Problem-focused Coping 
Stress X Problem-focused 
Residual 

df 

1 
1 
1 

175 

MS 

.751 

.299 

.163 

.073 

F 

10.281 
4.089 
2.236 

P 
.002 
.045 
ns 
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Table 37. Statistics for Stiess x Problem-Focused Copuig Groups 
for Task 1 (Anagrams). 

Stress 

Low 
Lou' 
High 
High 
All 

Problem-
focused Coping 

Less Frequent 
More Frequent 
Less Frequent 
More Frequent 

Mean 

.572 

.519 

.491 

.334 

.485 

Adjusted 
Mean 

.555 

.533 

.48D 

.342 

Standard 
Deviation 

.283 

.300 

.263 

.254 

.287 

K 

48 

4o 
4o 
40 
180 

Table 38. Summary of Two-Way Analysis of Covariance for 
Task 2 (Cognitive Reasoning Problems) as a Function of 

Problem-Focused Coping. 

Stress 
Problem-focused Coping 
Stress X Problem-focused 
Residual 

df 
1 
1 
1 

174 

MS 

.090 

.642 

.045 

.077 

F 
1.147 
8.158 
.558 

p 
ns 

.005 
ns 

Table 39. Statistics for Stiess x Problem-Focused Copmg Groups 
for Task 2 (Cognitive Reasoning Problems). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Problem-
focused Coping 

Less Frequent 
More Frequent 
Less Frequent 
More Frequent 

Mean 

.714 

.583 

.685 

.516 

.629 

Adjusted 
Meaii 

.692 

.602 

.679 

.525 

Standard 
Deviation 

.257 

.297 

.304 

.301 

.297 

N 

48 
45 
46 
40 
17Q 

Table 40. Summar}^ of Two-Wa>' Analysis of Covariance for 
Overall Performance as a Function of 

Problem-focused Coping. 

Stress 
Problem-focused Coping 
Stress X Problem-focused 
Residual 

df 
1 
1 
1 

174 

K5 

.333 

.463 

.OQO 

.066 

F 

5.037 

7.013 

1.358 

P 
.02o 

.009 

ns 
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Table 41. Statistics for Stiess x Problem-Focused Coping Groups 
for OveraU Performance. 

Stress Problem- Mean Adiiasted Standard N 
focused Coping Mean Deviation 

Low" 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Less Frequent 
More Frequent 
Less Frequent 
More Frequent 

.643 

.548 

.588 

.425 

.556 

.024 

.565 

.582 

.433 

257 
273 
268 
261 
274 

48 
45 
4o 
40 
179 

Furthermore, the grouping method used for problem-focused coping 

also was adopted for emotions-focused coping. Participants scoring 1.6 

(mean - haK the SD of emotions-focused coping) or below were grouped as 

less frequent use group, while those scoring 2.1 (mean + half the SD of 

emotions-focused coping) and above were placed into the more frequent use 

group. Findings for emotions-focused coping did not resemble those of 

problem-focused coping. No significant main effects were observed for 

either Task 1, F(l, 188)=.934, p=.334. Task Z F(l, 188)=2.031, p=.156, or 

overall performance, F(l, 188)=1.649, p=.201. Tins lack of relationship also 

was evident with nonsignificant interactions. 

Hypothesis 4e dealt with the interactions betiveen emotional 

intelhgence, empathy, and coping upon performance under low versus high 

sti'ess conditions. Similar to the above anah ses, performance was examined 

in terms of Task 1 (anagrams). Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems), and 

overall performance scores. Also, coping was considered either as problem-

focused or emotions-focused coping. Results of the four-way ANCOVA, 
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with stiess, emotional intelhgence, empathy, and problem-focused coping 

as the four betiveen-group variables, indicated that none of the eleven 

possible interactions were significant for any of the individual tasks 

considered separateh' or combined. Identical anah ses were attempted upon 

emotions-focused coping but were not successful. Due to the stiatification 

of groups into low and high groups on these fom- variables, many cases 

were lost. Residts were not possible with emotions-focused coping because 

some cells were empt}^ due to this grouping process. Therefore, no effects 

could be calculated. 

Alternative Analyses 

In addition to the anah sis of covariances conducted to test 

hypotheses concerning group differences due to emotional intelhgence, 

empath} , and coping abihties, analyses of variances (ANOVAs) were 

conducted to test these same predictions (Hypotheses 4b to 4e). This 

procedure was utilized in order to examine group differences in 

performance without partiaUing out general intelligence. As previously 

noted, emotional inteUigence's relationsliip to general intelhgence was 

significant, r=.300, p<.01. Since these tivo variables were correlated, 

contiolling the effects of general intelhgence ma\ have inadvertently 

removed the true effects of emotional intelhgence, empathy, and coping on 

performance. Therefore, the analysis of variances were conducted to 
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determine whether this had occurred. Comparison betiveen the analysis of 

covariances and analysis of variances indicated almost identical findings 

with the exception of signficant group differences on perforniimce on Task 2 

and overaU scores as a function of emotional inteUigence, wliich were not 

observed with the analyses of covariances. A detaUed discission of the 

comparison betiveen the tivo t} pes of analyses is presented below. 

Concerning group differences resulting from emotional inteUigence 

(Hypothesis 4b), a similar nonsignificant main effect for emotional 

inteUigence was observed only for Task 1 (anagram), F(l, 174)=3.605, p=.059 

(Table 42 and Table 43) and not for Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems) or 

ov eraU performance. In other words, significant differences in low versus 

liigh stress groups relative to levels of emotional inteUigence were present 

for Task 2, F(l, 174)=8.675, p<.01 (Table 44 and Table 45), and overaU 

performance, F(l, 174)=6.742, p<.01 (Table 46 and Table 47), which were not 

present with the ANCOVA results. Significant interactions were not 

present. 

Table 42. Summarv of Two-Wav Analvsis of Variance for Task 1 
(Anagrams) as a Function of Emotional inteUigence. 

Soxjrce df MS 
Stress 
Eniotional Intelligence 
Stress X Emotional 
Intellicrence o 
Residual 174 

604 
265 
14Q 

074 

8.229 
3. 605 
2.021 

.005 
ns 
ns 
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Table 43. Statistics for Stiess x Emotional inteUigence Groups 
for Task 1 (Anagrams) (Two-Wav ANOVA). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Emotional 
Intelligence 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

Mean 

.474 

.610 

.415 

.435 

.490 

Standard 
Deviation 

.274 

.280 

.268 

.260 

N 

47 
40 

3 " 
45 

178 

Table 44. Summary of Two-Wa\ Analysis of Variance for Task 2 
(Cognitiv e Reasoning Problems) as a Function 

of Emotional InteUigence. 

Source 

Stress 
Emotional Intelligence 
Stress X Emotional 
Intellicrence 
Residual 

df 

1 
1 
1 

174 

MS 

.017 

.736 

.134 

.085 

F 

.201 
8.675 
1.586 

P 
ns 

.004 
ns 

Table 45. Statistics for Stiess x Emotional InteUigence Groups 
for Task 2 (Cognitiv e Reasonuig Problems) 

(Two-Wav ANOVA). 

Stress Emotional 
Intelligence 

Meaii Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

.540 

.724 

.615 

.689 

.644 

.301 

.249 

.331 

.289 

.298 

47 
49 
37 
45 
178 
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Table 46. Summar}^ of Two-Wav Anahsis of Variance for 
OveraU Perforniiince as a Function of OveraU 

Emotional InteUigence. 

Source 

Stress 
Emotional Intelligence 
Stress X Emotional 
Intelligence 
Residual 

df 
1 
1 

1—
1 

174 

NB 

.105 

.471 

.141 

.070 

F 

1.499 
6.^42 
2.025 

-> 

ns 
.010 
ns 

Table 47. Statistics for Stiess x Emotional InteUigence Groups 
for Ov^eraU Performance (Two-Way ANOVA). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
.All 

Eniotional 
Intelligence 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

Mean 

.507 

.667 

.515 

.562 

.567 

Stand ai-d 
Deviation 

.270 

.249 

.282 

.259 

.270 

N 

47 
49 
3" 
45 
1^8 

Hypothesis 4c stated that group differences in low \ ersus liigh stiess 

conditions also ma\' vary as function of empathetic abihties. According to 

ANOVA results, almost identical findings were observed for both Task 1 

(anagrams) and Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems) (Table 50 and Table 

51), and the two tasks combined (Table 52 and Table 53) as those found b\ 

ANCOVAs, which indicated a significant main effect of empathy only 

evident in Task 1 (anagrams) (Table 48 and Table 49). The only differences 

were noted were shght variations in the values. No significant interactions 

were observed. 
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Table 48. Summarv of Two-Way Analysis of Variance for Task 1 
(Anagrams) as a Fimction of Empath} . 

Stress 
Empath\-
Stress X Empathy-
Residual 

df 
1 
1 
1 

186 

A 5 

.403 

.380 

.001 

.0:̂ 2 

F 

5.5o7 
5.252 
.OOQ 

r 
.019 
.023 
ns 

Table 49. Statistics for Stiess x Empathy Groups for Task 1 
(Anagrams) (Two-Way ANOVA). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
\\] 

Empathy 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

Mean 

.4o4 

.550 

.36"-

.461 

.465 

Standard 
Deviation 

.285 

.274 

.25" 

.257 

. 2 " 

N 

4o 
56 
46 
42 

lOO 

Table 50. Summary of Two-\va\' Anah sis of Variance for Task 2 
(Cognitive Reasoning Problems) as a Function of Empathy. 

df MS F JL 
Stress 
Enipathv 
Stress X Empath^• 
Residual 

1 
1 
1 

186 

.085 

.009 

.024 

.082 

1.045 
.113 
.292 

ns 
ns 
ns 

Table 51. Statistics for Stiess x Empathy Groups for Task 2 
(Cognitive Reasoning Problems) (Two-Way ANOVA). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Empathy 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

Meaii 

.595 

.632 

.060 

.652 

.634 

Stand ai-d 
Deviation 

.280 

.268 

.326 

.285 

N 

46 
56 
46 
42 

190 
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Table 52. Summar\' of Two-Wa\' Analysis of Variance for OveraU 
Performance as a Function of Empathy. 

Stress 
Empathy 
Stress X Empathv 
Residual 

df 
1 
1 
1 

186 

MS 

.029 

.12-

.004 

.068 

F 

.434 
1.881 
.062 

P 

ns 
ns 
ns 

Table 53. Statistics for Stiess x Empathy Groups for Overall 
Performance (Two-Wav ANOVA). 

Stress Empathy Mean Standard N 
Deviation 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Low 
High 
Low 
High 

.529 

.591 

.514 

.556 

.550 

.268 

.249 

.249 

.276 

.260 

46 
56 
46 
42 
190 

Furthermore, comparison of ANCOVA versus ANOVA findings for 

the effects of coping abilities on the relationship between performance 

while under stiess indicated a similar pattern for both problem-focused and 

emotions-focused coping. A significant main effect for problem-focused 

coping was found for Task 1 (anagrams), F(l, 176)=6.447, p<.05 (Table 54 and 

Table 55\ Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems), F(l, 175)=11.920, p<.01 

(Table 56 and Table 571 and overall performance, F(l, 175)=10.516, p<.01 

(Table 58 and Table 59). No significant interactions were present. In 

addition, there was a lack of group differences in performance due to 
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^ arying stiess conditions as a fimction of emotions-focused coping, which is 

identical to what was obtained in the ANCOVA results. 

Table 54. Summary' of Two-Way Analysis of Variance for Task 1 
(Anagrams) as a Function of Problem-Focused Coping. 

Stress 
Prohlem-focused Coping 
Stress X Problem-focused 
Residual 

df 
1 
1 
1 

176 

MS 

.794 

.493 

.119 

.076 

F 

10.389 
6.447 
1.555 

P 
.002 
.012 
ns 

Table 55. Statistics for Stiess x Problem-Focused Coping Groups 
for Task 1 (Anagrams) (Two-Wa} ANOVA). 

Stress 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Problem-focused 
Coping 

Less Frequent 
More Frequent 
Less Frequent 
More Frequent 

Mean 

.572 

.519 

.491 

.334 

.485 

Standard 
Deviation 

.283 

.300 

.263 

.254 

.287 

N 

48 
46 
46 
40 
180 

Table 56. Summary of Two-Wa} Analvsis of Variance for Task 2 
(Cognitive Reasoning Problems) as a Function of 

Problem-Focused Coping. 

Stress 
Problem-focused Coping 
Stress X Problem-focused 
Residual 

df 
1 

1—
1 

] 

175 

MS 

.103 

.998 

.017 

.084 

F 

1.238 
11.920 

.202 

P 
ns 

.001 
ns 
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Table 57 Statistics for Stiess x Problem-Focused Coping Groups 
for Task 2 (Cogniti\'e Reasoning Problems) 

(Two-Wa^' ANOVA). 

Stress P rob lenv foe used 
Coping 

Mean Stand ai-d 
Deviation 

N 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Less Frequent 
More Frequent 
Less Frequent 
More Frequent 

.714 

.583 

.685 

.516 

.620 

.25" 

.207" 

.304 

.301 

.297 

48 
45 
4<-
40 
l-o 

Table 58. Summary of Two-Wa\" Analysis of Variance for 
OveraU Performance as a Function of 

Problem-Focused Coping. 

df MS 

Stress 1 
Problenvfocused Coping 1 
Stress X Problem-focused 1 
Residual 175 

.355 

.737 

.052 

.070 

5.068 
10.516 
.73Q 

.02o 

.001 
ns 

Table 59. Statistics for Stiess x Problem-Focused Coping Groups 
for Overall Performance (Two-Wav ANOVA). 

Stress Problem-focused 
Coping 

Mean Standard 
Deviation 

N 

Low 
Low 
High 
High 
All 

Less Frequent 
More Frequent 
Less Frequent 
More Frequent 

.643 

.548 

.588 

.425 

.556 

.257 

.273 

.268 

.261 

.274 

48 
45 
46 
40 

179 

Lasth', examination of possible mteractions between emotional 

intelhgence, empathy, and coping without removing the effects of general 

intelhgence did not provide support for H}'pothesis 4e. The four-wa\ 

anah ses of variances were conducted in the same manner as the four-wa\ 
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anah'ses of co\ ariances, where the tivo tvpes of coping st}'les were 

considered separately. Tliat is, stiess, emotional inteUigence, and empathy 

made up the first three betiveen-group variables, and problem-focused 

coping was the fourth variable on one anah sis run, wliile emotions-focused 

was the fourth variable on the second run. None of the eleven possible 

interactions were significant. This was identical to the ANCOVA results. 

Gender Differences 

Predictions concerning gender differences among the major variables 

were not made m tliis stud\'. Howe\ er, t-tests were conducted to examuie if 

any differences had occurred betiveen the genders, since Mayer et al. (1997) 

previously found differences relating to emotional inteUigence (Table 60). 

Concerning perfonnance, females tended to score higher on Task 1 

(anagrams), wliile males scored higher on Task 2 (cognitive reasoning 

problems). Significant groups differences were observ ed only for Task 1 

(anagrams), t=2.645, two-taUed, p<.01. With respect to emotional 

intelhgence, females and males only significanti) differed on how weU they 

perceived emotional stimuh (Perceiving test), t=-2.305, tivo-taUed, p<.05, 

and how they managed emotions in themselves (Managing Emotions in 

Oneself test), t=-2.588, tivo-taUed, p<.05. Aside fiom these two differences, 

there were no significant differences in terms of the overaU emotional 

intelhgence or am- of the three subscale scores. Large chfferences were 
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observed for levels of empathy, t=10.389, two-taUed, p<.01. Empathetic 

tendencies of females (mean=33.989) were twice that of niides 

(mean=14.992). Other gender differences occurred with tivo emotions-

focused st}Tes of coping. Seeks Social Support and use of A\'oidance. 

Table 60. Summarv^ of Observed Gender Differences. 

\ 'ariables 

Task 1 (anagrams) 
IQ 
Perceiving 
Managing Emotions 
in Oneself 
Empathy 
Seeks Social Support 
(Emotions-focused) 
Avoidance 
(Emotions-focused) 

t -2 
tailed 

2.645 
-2.827 
-2.305 

-2.588 
10.38Q 

4.277 

-2.157 

dt 

302 
302 
2W 

301 
2Q6 

299 

301 

P 

.OOQ 

.005 

.022 

.010 

.001 

.001 

.032 

Females 
Mean 

.511 
105.482 

.759 

.564 
33.98P 

2.335 

1.328 

Males 
Mean 

.425 
107.603 

.780 

.600 
14.W2 

2.044 

1.483 

SD 
Females 

.283 
6.663 
.082 

.128 
15.046 

.571 

.592 

SD 
Males 

.271 
6.04Q 
.072 

.100 
16.186 

.5Q1 

.647 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

The present stiid\ utihzed Mayer's and Salovey's (1997) revised 

conceptuaUzation of emotional inteUigence to investigate how an 

individual's abUitv^ to perceive, imderstand, and manage emotions mediated 

performance under two levels of time stiess conditions. In addition, 

empathetic and coping abUities were included in this experiment because of 

their theoretical hnks to the emotional inteUigence constiuct. This 

investigation was an attempt to address the limitations found in the extant 

Uterature concerning the relationship betiveen emotional inteUigence and 

performance, as weU as an opportunity^ to examine the utUity of the recently 

developed Multifactor Emotional InteUigence Scale (MEIS) (Mayer et al., 

1997). 

Relationship between OveraU Emotional IntelUgence 
and General InteUigence and How Predictive Thev^ 

are of Performance, Empathy, and Coping 

Findings fiom this investigation indicated that hypotheses 

concerning the correlations betiveen overaU emotional inteUigence, general 

inteUigence, and performance, and the predictabiUty of these tw ô ts pes of 

inteUigence were largely supported. OveraU emotional inteUigence was 

positively correlated with performance. Tliat is, lugher levels of emotional 
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intelhgence was associated with better performance on Task 1 (anagrams) 

and Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems), and overaU performance (Task 1 

and Task 2 averaged). These findings are consistent with those observ ed in 

KeUey and Caplan (1993) and Seligman (1990), e\ en tiiough these two 

studies incorporated only aspects rather than the entire spectrum of abUities 

reflecting emotional intelhgence. These correlational findings suggest that 

emotional intelhgence can have a positive impact upon performance. 

Furthermore, to provide a clearer understanding of how performance 

is affected by emotional inteUigence, the Unk general inteUigence had with 

emotional inteUigence was explored. SimUar to Mayer et al. (1997), a 

moderate correlation (r=.300, p<.01) between overaU scores on the MEIS and 

general intelUgence (determined with the Shiple}' Institute of Li\ ing Scale) 

was observed in this study. This supported the correlational criteria 

requiring that emotional inteUigence be related to other forms of 

inteUigence (i.e., verbal and spatial abUities) in order to be considered as an 

inteUigence, while at the same time not so correlated with general 

inteUigence so as to differentiate itseU from other inteUigences (Mayer et 

al., 1997). 

Concerning whether emotional inteUigence has more predictive 

power over general intelhgence, multiple regressions were performed on 

performance, empathy, and both problem-focused and emotions-focused 

coping sti les. This was examined in terms of overaU emotional inteUigence 
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and the three subscales (Perception, Understanding, and Managing 

Emotions) of the MEIS. With respect to overaU emotional inteUigence and 

general intelUgence, each consistentiy explained 9% of the variance in 

perforniiince scores. Both t) pes of inteUigences made significant 

contributions to the prediction of performance, with the exception of Task 1 

(anagrams) toward which only general inteUigence rmide a significant 

contribution. Examination of the squared semi-partial correlations 

indicated that the amount of variance emotional inteUigence uniqueh 

explained was not over and above that of general inteUigence. 

In terms of comparing general inteUigence with the Perception, 

Understanding, and Managing Emotions components, the omnibus F was 

significant for both tasks and overaU performance scores. General 

inteUigence explained 18% of the variance, whUe the components accounted 

for 43% of the variances combined. Also, squared semi-partial correlations 

indicated that the unique contribution of the components together exceeded 

that of general intelhgence. IndividuaU}', however, it was the contiibution 

of general inteUigence alone, or along with one of the components, that 

usuaU\' reached statisticaUy significance. That is, even though the three 

components appeared to be important predictors, only general inteUigence 

and the Understanding component were significant predictors of 

performance. Thus, whether emotional inteUigence would be more 

predictive of performance than general inteUigence was dependent upon 
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whether overaU emotional inteUigence or its components were included in 

the regression analvses. 

With respect to empathy, comparison of the contribution between 

overall emotional inteUigence and general intelhgence was not investigated 

further because the regression equation involving these tivo predictors was 

not StatisticaUy significant. However, when the overaU emotional 

inteUigence score was interchanged for the components of emotional 

inteUigence, the overaU equation was significant. SimUar to the findings 

with performance as the dependent variable, significant contributions 

toward the prediction of empathy were made b\' onl}^ general intelhgence 

and the Understanding component. Squared semi-partials indicated that the 

components together (7%) contributed over and above that of general 

inteUigence (1%). Thus, there was support that emotional inteUigence 

predicted empathetic tendencies beyond what is contiibuted b} general 

intelhgence. 

Concerning coping stydes, emotional inteUigence and general 

inteUigence were important only to problem-focused coping, not emotions-

focused coping. Each t> pe of intelhgence accounted for 9% of the total 

variance, and both made significant contributions to the prediction of 

problem-focused coping. Squared semi-partial correlations indicated that 

both made comparable unique contiibutions to the prediction of problem-

focused coping, with general inteUigence make a slightiy larger (1.6% 
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versus 1.5%) contribution. With the inclusion of the components in the 

regression equation, the components combined (3.3%) predicted shghtly 

more than general inteUigence (2.2%). Due to the lack of significance for 

emotions-focused coping, a comparison between the two t\'pes of 

inteUigences was not relevant. In general, the shght differences in unique 

contributions made by emotional inteUigence \ ersus general intelhgence 

could only suggest that emotional inteUigence's predictabUitv^ of coping 

would exceed that of general inteUigence. Larger effects would need to be 

present to provide stronger support for the notion that emotional reasoning 

skiUs predicted beyond general intelhgence. 

Empathy's Link to Emotional Intelhgence 
and Perforrrumce 

It was predicted that empathetic tendencies would positively 

correlate with the subscale Perceiving of the MEIS due to both constructs 

reflecting the abUitv" to perceiv e and identify emotions in oneself and 

others. Howev er, correlational findings indicated that this hypothesis was 

not supported. Contiary to findings in Mayer and Geher (1996) and Maver 

et al. (1990), higher empathetic tendencies were not associated with better 

emotion perception. That is, higher tendencies to empathize (identification 

and re-experience of others' emotions) was associated with poorer 

perception and identification of emotional stimuh, which is theoreticaUv 
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inconsistent with prior research. However, this relationship does help 

explain wh} empathy was not related to overaU emotional inteUigence, 

since the subscale Perceiv ing was designed to measure one of the abUities 

reflecting emotional inteUigence and was positiveh^ correlated \vith o\ eraU 

emotional inteUigence. In addition, empathy was not related to 

performance, which was unexpected, but again understandable since no ties 

were made betiveen empathy and ov^eraU emotional intelUgence, whose 

hnk with performance has already been observed in this study and others 

(KeUey & Caplan, 1993; Seligman, 1990). According to the current results, 

empathy does not appear to hav^e anv' relationship to emotional inteUigence 

or the perception component. It is unclear as to why this occurred since, 

tiieoreticaUv, empathy and emotion perception are simUar abUities and 

prev ious studies hav e demonstiated that empathy and ov^eraU emotional 

inteUigence are indeed related. It is possible that the relationship between 

empathy and emotional inteUigence found in Mayer et al. (1997) could not 

be repUcated because a different empathy scale was used in that stud\. 

Are Emotion Regulation and Coping 
SimUar Constructs? 

The inclusion of the coping constiuct within this study was to 

vaUdate the theoretical notion that this abUity was "synonymous" to the 

emotion regulation component of emotional inteUigence, as proposed by 
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Brenner and Salovey (1997). To test this theorv', the Ways of Coping 

Checkhst-revdsed (WOCC) was used to assess coping sti les, and 

subsequendy compared against the subscale Managing Emotions of the 

MEIS, which assessed emotion regulation. Brieflv, Managing Emotions 

consisted of two separate parts. Managing Emotions in Others which was 

predicted to correlate with Problem-focused coping, and Managing 

Emotions in OneseU which was expected to relate to Emotions-focused 

coping. Unexpectedly, these predictions were not supported; but rather an 

imusual pattern of relationships was observed. Managing Emotions in 

Others correlated with Emotions-focused coping, whUe Managing Emotions 

in OneseU correlated with Problem-focused coping. This is unusual in that 

both the regulation of others' emotions and problem-focused coping are 

tactics directed away fiom the individual and toward the source of the 

problem. On the other hand, the regulation of one's own emotions and 

emotions-focused coping are intemaUy directed stiategies in that these are 

focused upon the emotions being experienced. Therefore, these findings 

provide no support for the predictions that the subparts of the subscale 

Managing Emotions would correspond to those of the WOCC. 

Furthermore, it was hypothesized that the entire subscale of 

Managing Emotions fiom the MEIS would correlate positivelv with the 

WOCC (to both types of coping styles). Correlational analyses did indicate 

a significant relationship betiv^een the two scales. However, the direction of 
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correlation was negative rather than positive, thus, prov iding no support 

for this hypothesis. OriginaUy, higher abUiti' to manage emotions was 

expected to be associated with higher use of both problem- and emotions-

focused coping to handle stiessful ev ents. That is, individuals who are good 

at managing others' and their own emotions, are probablv^ using some form 

of coping stiategies, whether it being problem- or emotions-focused 

stiategies, to cope with a diffictdt situation. However, the findings 

indicated that indiv iduals more skiUed at emotion regulation were less 

likely to be using either problem- or emotions-focused coping stiategies. 

This suggests that better skUled emotion regulators are less likely to adopt 

either t)^pes of coping stiategies. This is a bit confusing since being a skiUed 

emotion regulator imphes being good at coping with a stiessful event, 

which further suggests that the individual is using some form of a stiateg}" 

to deal with the difficult situation. 

In addition, a directional inconsistency was foimd with the 

relationship betiveen emotional intelhgence and coping. Since Managing 

Emotions is positiveely correlated with overaU emotional inteUigence, 

coping also was beUeved to relate positiveh if emotion regulation and 

coping are simUar constructs. However, since the both types of coping were 

found to relate negativelv' to the emotion regulation component, it is 

understandable that coping was subsequendy negatively correlated to 

ov^eraU emotional intelUgence. Ev^en though these directional 
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inconsistencies were unexpected, there is admittedly some consistency to 

the negative relationships. 

Following the same notion that emotion regulation and coping are 

simUar abUities, it was hypothesized that both tv pes of coping would be 

just as predictiv e of performance as the Managing Emotions component. 

Midtiple regression analyses did, in most part, support this prediction. Both 

the Managing Emotions Component and Problem- and Emotions-focused 

coping were not significant predictors of performance on eidier Task 1 

(anagrams) or overaU performance, as evident by the nonsignificant 

omnibus Fs for these tivo equations. The regression on Task 2 (cognitiv e 

reasoning problems) was significant with contributions made by the 

Managing Emotions component and Emotions-focused coping. According 

to these results, emotion regulation and coping do appear to be simUar 

construct because the same pattern of significance and nonsignificance were 

observ^ed. The multiple regressions indicated some connection between the 

abUities to regulate emotions and cope with stressful ev ents. However, 

since the correlational findings were contrary to the predictions made, the 

notion that emotion regulation and coping are similar abUities could not be 

confirmed. These contiadictory findings may relate to the particular coping 

scale chosen to compare against the Managing Emotions subscale of the 

MEIS. 
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Effects of Emotional InteUigence, Empathv, and 
Coping Sti les upon Perforrrumce under 

Time Stiess Conditions 

To promote a more complete understanding of emotional 

inteUigence, an experiment was conducted to determine how indiv iduals 

would perform under two different levels (low and high) of time stiess and 

as to whether performance varied as a function of emotional intelhgence, 

empathy, and coping styles. It was predicted that performance decrements 

would occur as a result of the increased time pressure. This prediction was 

confirmed for Task 1 (anagrams) and overaU performance. No significant 

gioup differences were observ ed for Task 2 (cognitive reasoning problems). 

The absence of performance decrements on the second task does not appear 

related to participants' abUitv^ to handle the time pressure weU, since they 

were not able to do so on Task 1. Quite possibly, this absence may hav e 

been caused bv̂  the specific time Umits estabhshed for the low v ersus high 

time stiess conditions for this particular task. 

Furthermore, it was hypothesized that performance decrements 

under the two time stiess conditions would relate to levels of emotional 

inteUigence, not to general inteUigence. There was no support for this 

prediction. Performance in low versus high stiess conditions was not 

significantiy different for individuals exhibiting low or high levels of 

emotional inteUigence. This was true for Task 1, Task 2, and overaU 

performance. In terms of empathetic tendencies, significant group 
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differences were observ ed onlv for Task 1 (anagrams), thus providing onlv 

partial support for the notion that performance under stress would \ ar} as a 

function of empathy. Howev^er, a significant main effect was foimd for 

problem-focused coping. Apparenth , how often indiv iduals adopted tliis 

particular t} pe of coping did influence their performance under stiess. With 

emotions-focused coping, this sti le did not moderate performance under 

stiess for neither of the individual tasks. Also, the foitr-wav' interactions 

predicted betiveen stress, emotional inteUigence, empathv, and coping (each 

st}de considered separately) were not significant. 

Lastly, examining whether performance decrements imder stiess 

V aried as a function of emotional inteUigence, empathy, and coping st} les 

also inv^olv^ed looking at these relationships without adjusting the effects of 

general intelhgence. Emotional inteUigence and general inteUigence were 

moderateh' correlated, and therefore using IQ as a cov-ariate niiU' have 

inadvertendy removed the true effects of emotional inteUigence. In 

summary, almost identical results were observed with this alternative 

method of analysis, with the exception of a significant main effect of 

emotional inteUigence for Task 2 (anagrams) and overaU performance 

which were not found with the analysis of covariance technique. Lack of 

group differences were stUl observed for emotions-focused coping, whUe 

significant differences remained evident for empathy (ordy for Task 1) and 

problem-focused coping. Based upon the comparison of ANOVAs and 
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ANCOVAs, more confident statements concerning performance decrements 

resulting fiom emotional inteUigence, empathy, and coping sti les can be 

made since httie differences were observ ed betiveen the different analyses. 

Gender Differences 

Predictions concerning gender dUferences were not made but 

comparisons betiveen males and females were made for exploratory 

purposes. Evidence of gender differences hav e been observed among 

V arious emotional reasoning abUities. In general, women tend to perform 

better on tests measuring these abihties (Mayer et al., 1997; Ma\ er & Geher, 

1996). For example, women tend to be better at emotion perception (Mayer 

et al., 1997; Mayer & Geher, 1996). In this study, significant gender 

differences also were found with this particular component of emotional 

inteUigence, but females did not perceive emotional stimuh better than 

males. This may be due to the utUization of the short-version of the MEIS 

rather than the long one which consisted of 4 sections for the Perceiving 

component (as opposed to one in the short version). However, this 

explanation was abandoned since Stories is beheved to be "representativ e" 

of the Perceiv^ing component of the MEIS and the largest gender differences 

were found on this particular section (Mayer et al., 1997). Gender 

differences also were observed with empathetic tendencies. Females tended 
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to hav e tivice the empathetic tendencies as males, which was consistent with 

Mehrabian's and Epstein's findings (1972). 

Contiar}^ to findings in Folkman and Lazarus (1980), no gender 

differences were found with the use of problem-focused coping. Other 

studies have confirmed this lack of significance (Long, 1990; Nezu & Nezu, 

1987; VitaUano et al., 1985). Furthermore, women were found on average to 

more fiequendy adopt emotions-focused styles such as Seeks Social Support 

and Wishful Thinking. Statistical significance was obtained onl}' with 

seeking social types of support, which other studies have found (Carv^er, 

Scheier, & Wemtiaub, 1989; Endler & Parker, 1994; Hobfol, Dimahoo, Ben-

Porath, & Monnier, 1994; McCaU & Sti^diers, 1994). Also, significant 

differences were observ^ed with the use of av oiding as a way of coping. 

Similar to other findings, men more frequentiy used av oidance to cope with 

stressful situations (Brems & Johnson, 1989; Conwav , Giannapoulos, & 

Steifenhofer; 1990; McCaU & Struthers, 1994). This, howev^er, is contiar}' to 

findings in Hobfol et al. (1994) and Long (1990). 

Limitations 

There are four Umitations present that may hmit the interpretation of 

the residts in this studv\ First, the utihzation of anagrams and cognitive 

reasoning problems for the individual tasks may restrict how much one can 

generahze beyond behaviors specific to these t} pes of activities. Tliese tasks 
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were selected based upon their representativ^eness of problem-solv ing 

behaviors, which are required in aU domains of Ufe . However, it is 

acknowledged that solving the anagrams and reasoning problems is more 

of a cognitive process and, thus, ma}' not provide inforniiition similar to 

what would be foimd with tasks characterized as social or emotional in 

nature. Such tasks probabl}' wUl }ield different information about 

emotional intelhgence and how it affects performance, given that emotional 

intelhgence is theorized to be a form of social intelhgence. 

Second, the lack of time stiess effects on Task 2, solving the cognitive 

reasoning problems from the Burney Logical Reasoning Test (1974) also 

may Umit interpretations of this study. The absence of participants showing 

performance decrements due to the time pressure is unexpected since the 

high time stiess condition was shorter than previous av^erage completion 

time. Also, observ ation of participants behaviors during the completion of 

this task did not rev^eal anything imusual that would indicate they were not 

experiencing enough time pressure. On the surface, these participants did 

appear to be fiustiated. This comphcation does not suggest that participants 

were able to handle stiess better on this particular task, but rather the time 

chosen to reflect the high stiess was not representative of that condition. 

Decreasing the time limit of eight minutes (one minute per item) ma} 

provide the necessary performance decrements. 
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The third limitation in this study relates to the stiatification process 

for purposes of analyzing group differences under stiess conditions. 

Approximately one third of the cases were lost when participants were 

placed into low or high groups on emotional inteUigence, empath} , and 

coping st} les. This method may have inadvertently eliminated some 

significant differences and/or relationships. Previous to this stud}, there 

was no standard to classifying individuals into low v^ersus high groups. 

Thus, a method was devised and utihzed specificaU}' for this studv. It is 

quite possible that this technique inadvertendy eliminated the presence of 

some true group differences and/or relationships. 

Lastly, limitations concerning the interpretations of the results mav 

relate to the recently dev^eloped Multifactor Emotional InteUigence Scale 

(MEIS). Because this is such a new scale, htde research has been conducted 

with this new instiument with even less with respect to the use of it to 

investigate individual performance. Analysis of the rehabihties indicate 

comparable alpha coefficients on most of the sections as those found during 

the vahdation study (Mayer et al., 1997). Noticeable low rehabUities were 

found on the Perceiving, Progressions, and Transition components of the 

scale. Therefore, conclusions drawn about particidar relationships are 

understood to represent lower bomid estimates. Also, this stud} utihzed 

the short-v^ersion of the MEIS. Different findings concerning emotional 

inteUigence mav be observed U the long version, which consists of 12 rather 
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than 9 parts, is utiUzed. The drawback of the long v ersion is that it takes 

approximatel}' 70 minutes versus 20 minutes. The long version is 

recommended if few other scales are involved. Total completion time of 

tins stud}' was betiveen 1-1/2 to 2 hours long, which hmited use of the 

longer v^ersion. 

Future Directions 

There are many potentials for future research derived fiom this 

study. First, because more cognitiv e-based activities had been selected for 

the individual tasks, different types of problem-solving or even group tasks 

can provide some interesting findings. Second, the relationship between 

emotional intelhgence and individual performance was the major variable 

of interest. How^ev'er, how emotional inteUigence regulates other areas in 

life may be fruitful. For example, how emotional inteUigence affects work 

productiviti, school achievement, or marital satisfaction may warrant some 

investigation. Also, since the sample of this study consisted of 

midergraduates, different findings ma} occur with a different population 

such as employees, the elderlv , or couples. Lasdy, gender differences were 

examined onlv for exploratory purposes, but there are numerous 

opportunities for future research focusing on just these differences. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Overview of Research Findings 

The investigation of how an individual's abUiti' to perceive, 

assimUate, understand, and regulate emotions afiects performance } ielded 

some interesting insights into how indiv iduals utihze these skUls wliUe 

performing under stress. OveraU emotional intelUgence does relate to 

performance in that higher emotional inteUigence is associated with better 

scores on two measures of performance. Emotional inteUigence is 

predictiv'e of performance and other abiUties such as empathy and coping. 

However, whether a person's emotional skUls predict over and beyond his 

or her general intelhgence is dependent upon whether overaU emotional 

inteUigence or its components are considered. 

Also, the theoretical links that empathy and coping have with 

emotional inteUigence are stiU not clearly understood. Empathy's 

relationship to overaU emotional inteUigence previousl} has been 

demonstrated, but this association was not replicated in this study 

Consequenth , empath} faded to correlate with performance measures. 

Also, attempts to validate the notion that the emotion regulation 

component and coping abUities are "s}'nonymous" was not successful. 

Clearly, there is a relationship between these two constructs, but the nature 
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of that relationship is ambiguous. Based upon the methods and instruments 

used, the present findings could onl}' suggest, and not confirm the notion 

that emotion regulation and coping are theoreticaUv linked. 

Furthermore, this stud}' was an opportuniti' to derive more 

information on a v^ery new instrument designed to assess a fairly new 

constiuct. Despite the low reUabUit}', the MEIS can provide much utiUt} for 

the assessment of emotional inteUigence in that this is the first 

comprehensiv'e instiument developed to assess a spectium of abiUties rather 

just one or two abihties reflecting this type of inteUigence. Also, the MEIS 

aUows inv^estigation of how emotional inteUigence affected performance fyv 

provided both an ov^eraU emotional inteUigence score and subscale scores 

that represented its components. Thus, the utihtv' of the MEIS is 

demonstrated by the versatiUty of examining either the overaU construct or 

its components, and to the fact diat the test ma} be used to examine other 

domains not related to individual performance. 

Implications 

The primar)^ objectiv^e of this study has been to investigate how 

emotional inteUigence moderates performance under stress in order to 

determine the imphcations that this construct may provide within an 

organizational context. Findings fiom the present study suggest that an 

individual's emotional inteUigence may have significant implications for 
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organizational members in terms of the quaHty of working relationships, 

eflects upon employee performance, and the manner in which emotional 

experiences are handled on the job. 

Wh}' should an organization turn their attention and resources 

towards emotional inteUigence? What percentage of the budget should be 

dev'oted to employees' emotional experiences? Would there be a significant 

difference in terms of employee productivit}, satisfaction, working 

relationships, and overaU organizational effectiv'eness if the appropriate 

resources were channeled toward this direction? These are many questions 

the business communit}' wUl be faced with as more organizations realize 

the potential opportunitv' to "cash in" on the emotion revolution. Indeed, 

choosing to ignore such an integral aspect of human behavior may prov^e 

cosdy in a number of ways. As Goleman pointed out, "there is, inevitably, a 

cost to the bottom line fiom low lev^els of emotional inteUigence on the job. 

When it is rampant, companies can crash and bum" (Goleman, 1995, p. 148). 

Here is such an example. 

Imagine the consequences for a working group when someone 
is unable to keep from exploding in anger or has no sensitivit}-
about what the people around him are feeling...When 
emotionaUy upset, people cannot remember, attend, learn, or 
make decisions clearly. (Goleman, 1995, p. 149) 

Individuals who are unable to reason from then emotional experiences and 

tianslate this into effective behavioral responses may become a habUity in 
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terms of risk}' decision making, damaged working relationships, or poor 

performance. 

Furthermore, since the sociahzation of an employee's emotionahtv is 

somewhat organizationaUy deterministic (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995; 

Staw, Sutton, & PeUed, 1994), employers need to reaUze the potential 

advantage in assessmg their employees' emotional abihties. In other 

words, if employers had information on how employees dealt with or 

behaved m certain situations, the organization can better prepare itseU for 

these occurrences. On the other hand, organizations can use information on 

emotional reasoning as a prev'entiv'e measure rather than a prescriptive one. 

That is, employers may prev^ent or reduce the occurrences of negativ'e 

consequences from happening in the first place. This has commonly been 

conducted through employee screening or employment testing, in which 

prospective employees are tested and ev aluated on a number of tiaits, skiUs, 

and abUities. Judgment of the apphcants' potential to be a valuable and 

productive worker is based upon their performance on the tests used to 

predict this potential. Along the same hne, would there not be an 

advantage in terms of monetar}' and nonmonetary benefits to assess the 

emotional skiUs and abihties of an apphcant to determine his/her 

employ ability? 

Imagine the benefits for work of being skUled in the basic 
emotional competencies-bemg attuned to the feelings of those 
we deal with, being able to handle disagreements so they do 
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not escalate, hav ing the abUiti' to get into the flow states whUe 
doing oui' work. (Goleman, 1995, p. 149) 

Indeed, this reaUy would be testing their emotional inteUigence and 

obtaining an emotional quotient (EQ), similar to assessing one's academic 

inteUigence (IQ) and predicting success. 

Consequently, the research conducted in this studv and others b}' 

KeUey and Caplan (1993) at BeU Labs and SeUgman (1990) at Medife ma}' 

hav e helped defined the significance of emotional inteUigence for 

the future of aU corporate life, a tomorrow where the basic 
skiUs of emotional inteUigence wUl be ev'er more important, 
in teamwork, in cooperation, in helping people learn together 
how to work more effectiv el} ...improving the wa}' people work 
together wiU be a major way to leverage inteUectual capital, 
making a critical competitive advantage. (Goleniim, 1995, p. 163) 
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APPENDIX A 

EXTENDED REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

History of the Role of Emotion in Human Behavior 

Since earl}' times, the role emotions play in human behav iors has been 

considered an unfavorable aspect of human behavioral processes, that part 

of an individual which is responsible for instances of "irrationahty" and 

"primitive" behaviors. From Stoic phdosophers who considered emotions 

to arise "from unbridled, irrational, contiary-to-nature impulses" to Galen's 

(second century Greek physician) view that emotions were "diseases of the 

soul," emotions originaU}' represented a variable that adv^ersely affected 

rational reasoning abihties (Magai & McFadden, 1995, p. 84). Magai's and 

McFadden's (1995) historical review of die emotion hterature indicates that 

such negative views were prev^alent among Stoics who beUeved that 

emotions such as "anger, fear, and hate affected judgment disastiously and 

interfered with the pursuit of the good Ufe" (Magai & McFadden, 1995, p. 

84). 

Continuing into the seventeenth centur}^ attitudes toward emotions 

foUowed the same path. It was at this time that Descartes proposed what is 

known as the mind/body dichotomy which further divided the emotional 

and cognitive aspects of Ufe (Magai & McFadden, 1995). According to this 

view, the body was comprised of emotions whUe the mind consisted of 
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thoughts. This distinction, however, did not signify- equaUt}' between the 

mind and the bod}'. Descartes beUeved that emotions were "contaminants 

of thought and as requiring interv^ention for their eradication," as if the 

hmnan emotion was a disease which needed a ctue (Magai & McFadden, 

1995, p. 84). Dirring the twentieth century, Descartes' conception of emotion 

was further endorsed by WUUam James and Carl Lange, who both held 

favorable opinions towards the body half of the dichotomy and considered 

emotions "to be primitiv^e and autonomous, connected with biological 

conditions, and not reducible to inteUectual functions" (Magai & McFadden, 

1995, p. 85). As a result, the affective domain was perceived to be altogether 

separate from the cognitive one. 

ReconcUiation of the Mind/Body Dichotomy 

Despite the negativiti' that caused emotion research to nearly 

disappear in the twentieth century, human emotions have remained a topic 

of interest, and critical research has not been deterred (Magai & McFadden, 

1995). As a residt of such activity, v^arious perspectives on human emotions 

are avaUable, a majorit}^ of which stUl reflect the perception that emotion is 

a separate entity^ from cognition. Howev^er, there is one particular 

conception of emotion that distinguishes itseU from previous emotion 

theories and rapidly is gaining popularit}—the existence of an emotional 

intelhgence. Developed by Peter Salovey and John Mayer (1989-1990), the 
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concept of emotional inteUigence appears to be an attempt to reconcUe the 

prevailing duaUstic view of emotions. Indeed, the term itself suggests fliat 

the processes of thinking and feeling co-occur, thus providing dramatic 

imphcations for past, present, and future research on both emotion and 

intelUgence. Given that it is only recenfly that the business world has 

acknowledged the benefits and value of taking emotions into consideration, 

the role that emotional intelUgence plays within the organizational context 

wiU be the present focus of examination. An individual's emotional 

inteUigence may have significant impUcations for organizational members 

including the quaUfy of working relationships, effects upon employee 

performance, and the marmer in which emotional experiences are handled 

on the job. Consequenfly, studying the effects of individual differences in 

emotional inteUigence quotients wiU supplement the scarce Uterature 

within this particular domain. This exploration wUl provide insight into 

how organizations can address the emotional aspect of the "human side of 

the business." 

Link Between Emotions and InteUigence Domains 

Emotional IntelUgence and InteUigence Domain 

The Unk between emotion and intelUgence can be tiaced to Salovey 

and Mayer's careful consideration of the research within both domains, 

which provided a picture of how their conceptuahzation related to other 
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works and frameworks concerning inteUigence and emotion (Mayer & 

Salove}', 1997). Drawing upon this foundation, it was essential that 

emotional inteUigence be distinguishable from other known forms of 

inteUigence. Their examination of the literature indicated that one to one-

hundred and twenty- different ti'pes of inteUigences are suggested to exist. 

Guilford and Hoepner (1973) arrived at an estimate of 120 inteUigences 

based upon their beUef that there were this many mental processes. Each 

mental process represented a single ty-pe of intelUgence because it reflected 

an abiUt}^ requiring specific processes that made it distinct from other 

abUities (GuUford & Hoepfner, 1973). Each abUit}' was "unique by virtue of 

its own combination of one kind of operation, one kind of content, the 

memory for semantic relations, or the evaluation of behavioral systems" 

(Gtulford & Hoepfner, 1973, p. 19). For example, "memory^ for hidden 

figures" involv^es memory (operations), images (content), and changes or 

tiansformations (product) (Guilford & Hoepfner, 1973, p. 253). Howev^er, 

such a large estimate presented problems of measurement, and the theory 

quickly lost its appeal (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). 

The actual number of different forms of intelhgence stiU remains 

questionable, but these may be grouped into three categories: (1) verbal-

propositional, (2) spatial-performance, and (3) social (Thorndike, 1920; 

Wechsler, 1958; Mayer & Salovey, 1993, 1997). The vahdity of flie first tivo 

ty-pes of inteUigences has largely been agreed upon, however, there has 
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been contioversy on whether the third tipe, social inteUigence, represented 

a distinct form of intelUgence since it correlated so highl}' wifli the other 

tivo forms (Thomdike, 1920; Thomdike & Stein, 1937; Cronbach, 1960). hi 

Thomdike's and Stein's analysis (1937) of social intelUgence as determined 

by the George Washington Social InteUigence Test, this form of intelhgence 

was highl}' correlated with measures of abstiact reasoning. Also, social 

inteUigence was only moderately or weakly related to sociaUy-oriented 

measures. Factor analysis indicated that the correlational findings were 

mainly attributed to both social and abstract intelhgence measures hav^ing 

high loadings on v^erbal abiUties. Thus, the construct vahdity' of the George 

Washington Social InteUigence Test was questionable since it was not 

measuring social reasoning per se. Thorndike's and Stein's findings raise 

the question of whether social inteUigence is in fact a highly verbal abiht}' 

or whether measures of social reasoning basicaUy have been inadequate. 

After his investigation of social intelUgence, Cronbach (1960) concluded that 

"after fifty- years of intermittent inv estigation, however, social inteUigence 

remains imdefined and unmeasured" (p. 319) Also, the lack of consideration 

of social reasoning as a distinct form of inteUigence can be found with the 

v^ery popidar Wechsler measurement of inteUigence, which incorporates 

social reasoning items into the scale but social inteUigence per se is not 

distincfly measured. Taking this issue into account, Salovey and Mayer 

wanted to define emotional intelhgence in a manner that "would combine a 
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group of skiUs that were more distinct from both verbal-propositional and 

spatial-performance than social inteUigence had been and at the same time 

would stdl be close enough to the concept of an inteUigence to belong to the 

tiiad" (Mayer & Salove}', 1997, p. 8). The termmolog}- was to reflect an 

actual mental skUl rattier than just a tiait or talent (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). 

Indeed, their wording of emotional inteUigence does indicate that the}' were 

successful at accomphshing this goal. 

The connection between emotions and thinking is not exclusively 

estabhshed by providing a hnk betiveen emotion and inteUigence research 

but also from validating the notion that emotional reasoning abiUties 

reflect a true inteUigence. In order to be considered as a standard 

inteUigence, three criteria are to be met: (1) conceptual (Scarr, 1989; Maver 

& Salovey, 1993; Mayer et al., 1997), (2) correlational (Neisser et. al, 1996; 

Mayer et al., 1997), (3) developmental (Gardner, 1983; Brown, 1997; Mayer et 

al., 1997). In Mayer et al. (1997), the emotional inteUigence construct was 

demonstiated to reflect a set of actual mental abiUties rather than just a 

preferred wav of behaving (conceptual criteria), to have intercorrelations 

among the abihties but remained distinct fiom v^erbal inteUigence 

(correlational criteria), and to increase with age (developmental criteria). 

Thus, emotional intelUgence has stiong support as a new and distinct form 

of inteUigence (Mayer et al., 1997). 
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Emotional InteUigence and Emotions Domain 

In addition to the goal of hnking their concept of emotional 

reasoning to inteUigence research, Salovev and Mayer wanted to 

incorporate flie w^ork conducted on emotions. One maimer of achieving tliis 

was to address the negativity concerning "how emotions disrupt thought" 

(Mayer & Salov'e}', 1997, p. 9). Much of tiie research on emotions focused on 

how they negatively affect behavior (Brenner, 1988; Burrough & Helyar, 

1990; Eron, 1987; Eron et al., 1983; Mamiero, 1986; Singer & Smger, 1985), but 

there are instances when the effect has been positiv^e (Isen & Daubman, 1984; 

Mandler, 1984; Rafaeh & Sutton, 1991; Staw, Sutton, & PeUed, 1994). For 

example, expression of both positive and negative emotions had been 

associated with positive work outcomes such as higher ev'aluations (Staw, 

Sutton, & PeUed, 1994), and obtainment of ov^erdue payments and crime 

confessions (Rafaeh & Sutton, 1989). Tlius, a more positive attitude ^vas 

incorporated into the conceptuaUzation of emotional inteUigence to 

acknowledge the potential benefit rather than the threat emotions may pose 

to reasoning abUities (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). Secondly, the 

conceptuaUzation was focused upon how individuals use general, univ ersal 

laws and knowledge of emotions to recognize and reason about their 

emotional experiences. An appreciation of the cultural context within 

which the emotional experiences occur is necessary in order to fuUy 

imderstand this component of emotional intelhgence, and so that 
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"emotional reactions and models...[can] be assessed according to their 

logical consistency, and hence, their intelUgence" (Maver & Salove}', 1995, p. 

197). 

Defining Emotional InteUigence 

Original Definition 

Clarification of the terminology itseU is cential and prior to the 

exploration of the eflects of emotional inteUigence. Due to the increasing 

popularity of the concept, mainly from Daniel Goleman's (1995) best-seUing 

book entifled Emotional Intelligence'. IX^y If Can Nlatier More ilian IQ, many 

definitions have been proposed. However, only one appears to equaUy 

consider both the emotions and intelUgence. According to May^er and 

Salovey (1997), emotional inteUigence reflects not a single tiait or abiUt}^ 

but rather a composite of a number of abiUties "hypothesized to contiibute 

to the accurate appraisal and expression of emotion in oneseU and others, 

the effectiv'e regulation of emotion in seU and others, and the use of feehngs 

to motivate, plan, and achieve in one's hfe" (Salovey & Mayer, 1989-1990, p. 

185; Mayer & Salov^ey, 1997). In Goleman's view, these abUities could be 

grouped into five domains: (1) seU-awareness: knowing one's emotions, (2) 

emotion management: regulating the appropriateness of one's feelings, (3) 

self-motivation: use of emotions to attain goals, (4) empathy: recognizing 

emotions in others, and (5) handling relationships: managing emotions in 
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others . Also, emotional intelUgence was a form of social inteUigence that 

involv^ed "the abiht}' to monitor one's own and others' feelings and 

emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this information to guide 

one's thinking and actions" (Salove}' & Mayer, 1989-1990, p. 189). Tliis 

definition is attractive because it refers to a form of reasoning that takes 

emotions into account and reflects "heightened emotional or mental 

abUities" (Mayer & Salovey, 1997, p. 5). InteUigence is inferred from the 

"recognition and use of one's own and others' emotional states to solve 

problems and regulate behaviors" (Salovey & Mayer, 1989-1990, p. 189). The 

conceptualization "combines the ideas that emotion makes thinking more 

inteUigent and that one thinks intelUgenfly about emotions," thus 

providing the necessary' cormection betu^een emotion and inteUigence 

(Mayer & Salovey, 1997, p. 5). 

Revised Definition 

Since the dev^elopment of their initial definition (Salovey & Mayer, 

1989-1990), Salovey and Mayer were concerned that too much attention had 

been placed upon the perception and regulation of emotions, and not upon 

the cognition or thinking of emotions (Ma} er & Salovey, 1997). 
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Consequend}', a revised definition was dev^eloped, proposing that 

emotional intelhgence involv^es the abUiti' to perceive 
accurately, appraise, and express emotion; the abUit}' to access 
and/ or generate feeUngs when they faciUtate thought; die 
abiUty to understand emotion and emotional knowledge; and 
the abiht}' to regulate emotions to promote emotional and 
inteUectual growth. (Mayer & Salovey, 1997, p. 10) 

The abUities reflecting emotional intelhgence range fiom basic processes 

such as perceiving and appraising to more complex, integrated ones that 

involv^e the regulation of emotions. Also, there is a progression from left to 

right, in which abUities on the right are later developing abUities. The 

complete framework is presented in Figure 1. EmotionaU}' inteUigent 

individuals are those capable of performing a great number of these 

abiUties and of doing so quickl}' (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). 

Components of Emotional InteUigence 

Perception, Appraisal, and Expression of Emotion 

Placed in the lowest branch of the hierarchy of abUities, the abUities 

to perceive, appraise, and express emotions are considered to be the most 

basic of the four major psychological processes proposed by Mayer and 

Salovey (1997) to reflect emotional inteUigence. The four abiUties that 

represent this branch "concem the accuracy with which individuals can 

identify' emotions and emotional content" (Ma}'er & Salove}', 1997, p. 10). 

The abUity to identif}^ one's own emotions and that of others are the first to 
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develop (Box 1 and 2). As individuals mature, they wiU be able to more 

accurately express their emotions and the needs related to these emotions 

(Box 3). Ultimately, individuals wUl be able to use emotional information 

about themselves and others to differentiate betw^een accurate/honest or 

inaccurate/dishonest forms of emotion expressions (Box 4) (Mayer & 

Salovey, 1997). 

Emotional FaciUtation of Thinking 

The second branch of emotional inteUigence describes how 

"emotions act on inteUigence...[to] assist inteUectual processing" (Mayer & 

Salovey, 1997, p. 12). As early as infancy, emotional knowledge is used as a 

"alerting system" in which emotions are used to direct attention to 

important ev'ents that are occurring withui and outside the infant (Box 1) 

(Mayer & Salove}-, 1997, p. 12). Later, the individual develops the abiUfy to 

consciously generate emotional states that wUl faciUtate then 

understanding of themselves and their envirormient (Box 2). As the 

individual matures further, he/she wUl become involved in perspective-

taking (Box 3) and emotion or mood-related problem -solving techniques 

(Box 4) (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). 
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Understanding and Analyzing Emotions; Employing 
Emotional Knowledge 

The third branch of emotional intelhgence deals with how 

individuals understand and use emotional knowledge to label and 

imderstand the associations between the emotions being experiencing. 

Mature individuals wUl be able to understand how emotions can grow 

stronger (Box 1) and have antecedents (Box 2) (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). 

Individual wUl dev^elop the abUit}' to understand how emotional 

experiences are not always simple but often complex in that more than one 

emotion is present (Box 3). For example, feelings toward an opponent can 

involv^e both admiration and resentment at the same time. The last abUity 

in this branch is the abUity to imderstand how emotions change from one 

type of emotion to another, such as fear to reUef or joy to unhappiness (Box 

4) (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). 

Reflective Regulation of Emotions 

The last branch in Mayer's and Salov ey's conceptuaUzation of 

emotional inteUigence is intended to reflect the most complex, highest 

developed of the four abUities (Mayer & Salov^ey, 1997). Tlie abUit}^ to 

regulate emotions is considered to be a consciously active process of 

managing one's emotional experiences in order to grow emotionaU} and 

intellectuaUy. The maturity of this abUity is evident in an individual's 
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abUity to remain receptive to both positiv^e and negativ^e experiences (Box 1) 

and to engage and disengage from certain emotions (Box 2). Ev entuall}', 

individuals wiU be able to contiol the amount of attention directed toward 

their moods (meta-ev-aluations. Box 3) and "try to improve a bad mood, 

dampen a good one, or leave the mood alone" (meta-regulation. Box 4) 

(Mayer & Salovey, 1997, p. 14). 

Emotional IntelUgence in the Workplace 

The concept of emotional reasoning as put fordi by Salovey and 

Mayer bridges the spht between emotion and cognition (Salovey & Mayer, 

1989-1990; Mayer & Salov^ey, 1997). As previously' discussed, the behef that 

"emotionaUty was the antithesis of rationaht^'^' was one that pervaded the 

minds of scholars and researchers many centuries ago (Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1995, p. 97). Although many years have passed since emotions 

were initiaUv viewed as negative, this perspective remains strong and 

influences the nature of the research conducted in numerous domains, 

including the workplace (Berkowitz, 1989; Berkowitz & Heimer, 1989; 

Brenner, 1988; Burrough & Helyar, 1990; Campos et al., 1983; Campos & 

Barrett, 1984; Eron, 1987; Eron et. al, 1983; Haare, 1986; Izard, 1977; Izard & 

Malatesta, 1987; Kagan, 1982; Lewis & Michalson, 1983; Magai & McFadden, 

1995; Mainiero, 1986; Smger & Singer, 1985). 
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Indeed, more and more organizations have "awakened" to the caU of 

emotion researchers. However, since the acknowledgment of the role of 

emotions is a recent event, Hterature concerning emotions within the 

organizational context has been limited, with many warning of the 

potential pitfaUs of emotionaUfy'. For example, emotions have been blamed 

for the destruction of a famdy-run conglomerate, the catal}'st for "the most 

expensive leveraged buyout in history," and deterioration of group 

eflectiveness residting from office romances (Ashforth & Humphre}-, 1995, 

p. 98; Brenner, 1988; Burrough & Helyar, 1990; Mainiero, 1986). Such 

negativism has ordy undermined the value that emotion research may bring 

to work- and human resource-related issues. Furthermore, the scarciti^ is 

more pronounced with literature relating emotional intelhgence witiiin the 

workplace since Salovey intioduced the concept only eight years ago. 

Organizations shoidd take note of the appeal and utiUty of Salov^ey's 

framework and turn their focus upon the functionaUty of emotions rather 

than looking for a "defense against the perceiv^ed dysfunctions of emotion" 

(Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995, p. 99). 

Why Should Emotional InteUigence Be 
Acknowledged in the Workplace? 

Why should an organization turn their attention and resources 

towards emotional inteUigence? What percentage of the budget should be 
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devoted to employees' emotional experiences? Would there be a significant 

difference in terms of employee productivity', satisfaction, working 

relationships, and overaU organizational effectiveness if the appropriate 

resources yvere channeled toward this direction? These are niiim' questions 

the business community wUl be faced with as more organizations realize 

the potential opportunity to "cash in" on the emotion revolution. Indeed, 

choosing to ignore such an integral aspect of human behavior may prove 

costly in a number of wa}'s. As Goleman pointed out, "there is, inevitabl}', a 

cost to the bottom hne from low levels of emotional inteUigence on the job. 

When it is rampant, companies can crash and burn" (Goleman, 1995, p. 148). 

Here is such an example: 

Imagine the consequences for a working group when someone 
is unable to keep from exploding in anger or has no sensitivity 
about what the people around him are feeling...When 
emotionaUy upset, people carmot remember, attend, learn, or 
make decisions clearly. (Goleman, 1995, p. 149) 

Individuals who are unable to reason from their emotional experiences and 

tianslate this into effective behavioral responses may become a habiUty in 

terms of risky decision making, damaged working relationships, or poor 

performance. For example. Baron (1990) found that the consequence of 

providing criticism in a nonconstiuctive manner would result in "more 

negative emotional reactions, stionger tendencies to handle conflict in 

relativ^ely unadaptive ways (e.g., through avoidance rather than 

coUaboration), and lower perceived task abiUty^' (Baron, 1990, p. 243). Thus, 
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managerial reactions to employee performance and sti le of feedback 

deliver}' have an impact upon how employees may receive and incorporate 

the feedback. How a manager reacts to an employee's performance may 

negativel}' aflect employees in fliat the reaction becomes the basis for how 

the manager wUl later handle a situation. Many organizations can prevent 

or reduce such occurrences by acknowledging the role emotions play in the 

workplace and the fimctionaUty of emotional reasoning. In essence, 

organizations would benefit fiom doing so because "emotional economics 

affect financial economics" (Frankel & Ray, 1996, p. 2). 

Value of Emotional InteUigence as a Prescriptive 
Measure 

Given that the socialization of an employee's emotionahty is 

somewhat orgardzationall}' deterministic, employers need to reahze the 

potential advantage in assessing their employees' emotional abiUties. In 

other words, U employers had information on how employees dealt with or 

behav^ed in certain situations, the organization can better prepare itseU for 

these occurrences. For example, previous encounters with a particular 

group of employees have indicated a propensity for declines in productivity 

after quarterly reviews. Investigation of such occurrences revealed that 

their manager consistenfly and openly blamed this group for overall profit 

declines. Loss of profits may or ma} not be attiibuted to this group of 
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employees but the employer cannot get to the root of the problem U he/she 

has a manager that is v erbaUv abusive. Such inapproprlateness niii}' have 

led employees to experience poor morale and low motiv'ation, which 

resulted in declines in productivity indirecth' related to overaU profit 

losses. Given this situation, an employer could provide instructions to the 

manager in question or send a different messenger to report quarterh 

ev^aluations. 

Value of Emotional IntelUgence as a Prev^entiv^e 
Measure 

On the other hand, organizations can use information on emotional 

reasoning as a prev^entive measure rather than a prescriptive one. That is, 

employers may prevent or reduce the chances of such situations fiom 

happening m the first place. This has commonly been conducted through 

employee screening or employment testing, in which prospective 

employees are tested and evaluated on a number of tiaits, skiUs, and 

abihties (SuUivan, 1995). Judgment of the appUcants' potential to be a 

valuable and productiv^e worker is based upon their performance on the 

tests used to predict this potential. Along the same Une, would there not be 

an advantage in terms of monetar}' and nonmonetary benefits to assess the 

emotional skiUs and abiUties of an appUcant to determine his/her 

employabUit}'? "Imagine the benefits for work of being skUled in the basic 
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emotional competencies-being attuned to the feelings of those we deal with, 

being able to handle disagreements so they do not escalate, having die 

abUit} to get into the flow states whUe doing our work" (Goleman, 1995, p. 

149). Indeed, this reaUy would be testing dieir emotional intelUgence and 

obtaining an emotional quotient (EQ), similar to assessing one's academic 

intelUgence (IQ) and predictmg success. 

Emotional IntelUgence and Performance 

Predicting Perfomiance Success 

Could knowing one's emotional intelUgence predict perfomiance in 

die workplace? There is a good possibUiti' since general inteUigence 

accounts for only 10% to 20% of success in academic and work-related areas 

(Gardner, 1995). This means that other variables are responsible for the 

other 80% to 90%, thus aUowing for some predictiv^e v^alue for the concept of 

emotional mteUigence (Gardner, 1995). This suggests that U general 

intelUgence has not been very predictive of success, then what factors would 

differentiate the potential success of one applicant from anoflier? Surveys 

conducted by the General Agents and Managers Association and the Indiana 

Univ^ersity Graduate School of Business indicated that more organizations 

are now turning their recruiting and selection criteria toward the 

assessment of interpersonal and communication abihties to help identify 

the "right" employees (SuUivan, 1995). Employers want more than just 
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academicaU} inteUigent people but people who "are driven to succeed and 

have a desire for exceUence" (SuUivan, 1995, p. 51). 

Effects of Optimism on SelUng Performance at 
Metlife 

SeUgman (1990) brought this point home with his work on the effects 

of optimism on selling performance of Metlife insurance agents, wliich 

revealed the manner in which people framed their successes and faUures 

aflected performance. Optimism is relev'ant to the concept of emotional 

inteUigence in that it reflects the abiUty of the person to reason from the 

emotions associated with the experience. Individuals who are pessimistic 

perceive they are personaUy responsible for their faUures and consider its 

effects to be permanent and generaUzable to other areas m their hves. 

Whereas, optimistic frame their faUures more positively and are able to 

move pass the negativ^e ev^ent (Seligman, 1990). Tlierefore, these individuals 

continue to feel motivated toward achieving their goals, rather than feeUng 

hfe is hopeless and fuU of despair. SeUgman was able to demonstiate with 

the Attributional Style Questioimaire that how individuals incorporated an 

uncontroUable event had an effect upon how these experiences were 

tianslated into behavioral responses. Applicants identified as optimist 

outsold their pessimistic counterparts by 8% during the initial year and 31% 

in the second year (SeUgman, 1990). Thus, attributional style was highly 
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relevant to the selling performance of Ufe insurance agents since repeated 

rejections are inherent to this profession. 

Effects of Work Stiategies at BeU Laboratories 

Furthermore, another study that iUustiates the potential utiht}' of 

determirung emotional reasoning abUities was conducted at BeU 

Laboratories. This was an ideal setting for Kelley's and Caplan's (1993) 

investigation of how top performing engineers dUfered fiom average 

performers because aU their engineers hav^e high IQ scores, thus aUowuig 

those who stood out as "stars" to be compared against their average 

counterparts along oflier dimensions. When Bell Labs executiv^es were 

asked to explain why the "stars" outperformed their peers, reasons such as 

"higher IQs," "better problem soWers," and "driv^en bv an enormous wUl to 

win" were provided. KeUey and Caplan discovered such explanations were 

flawed and concluded that "based on a wide range of cognitiv^e and social 

measures, from standard tests for IQ to personahty inventories, there's htfle 

meaningful difference in tiie innate abUities of star performers and average 

workers" (KeUey & Caplan, 1993, p. 129). What distinguished the two 

groups was how top performers got their work done, fliat is, work 

strategies. Nine stiategies were identified: taking initiative, networking, 

self-management, teamwork effectiveness, leadership, foUowership, 

perspective, show-and-tell, and organizational savvy. The critical relevance 
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of these stiategies is that they involve various aspects of emotional 

reasoning. In particular, initiativeness-motivating oneseU enough to go 

beyond what is reqiured, seU-management-estabHshing and committing to 

a variety of priorities, and perspective-taking-basicaUv empadiizing have 

Ulustiated the role emotional inteUigence has played in determining "star" 

performance. Consequenfly, the work conducted b}' KeUev and Caplan 

(1993) at BeU Labs and SeUgman (1990) at Meflife have helped defined die 

significance of emotional inteUigence for 

the future of aU corporate Ufe, a tomorrow where the basic 
skiUs of emotional intelUgence wUl be ever more important, 
in teamwork, in cooperation, in helping people learn together 
how to work more effectiv'ely...improv'ing the way people 
work together wiU be a major way to leverage inteUectual 
capital, making a critical competitiv^e advantage. (Goleman, 
1995, p. 163) 

Both examples hav^e shown how various components of the 

emotional inteUigence constiuct can aflect performance. However, the 

generaUzabiUty of these two studies is hmited because only components 

rather than the entire spectrum of emotional reasoning abUities hav^e been 

measured. This shortcoming may be attiibuted to the fact that emotional 

intelhgence is a fairly new constiuct, and that dev-elopment of a 

comprehensivee emotional inteUigence scale just recently was completed 

(Salovey & Mayer, 1989-1990; Mayer et al., 1998). Emotional mteUigence, 

along with aU four major processes (i.e., appraisal and perception, 

assimUation, understanding, and regulation of emotions), have not been 
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investigated in their entirety. A more complete understanding of how 

emotional reasoning abUities actually affect performance requires 

measurement of aU components, which wUl be possible with the new 

emotional inteUigence scale (Mayer et al., 1997). 

Interrelationships Between Components of 
Emotional InteUigence 

According to Mayer and Salovey's (1997) hierarchical placement of 

emotional intelUgence components, the abUity' to regulate emotions is 

considered more complex and integrated with the skiUs that emerge during 

the its dev-elopment than the other three major processes (refer to Figure 1). 

Their hierarchy of emotional reasoning abiUties suggests that the abiUty to 

manage emotions is a reflection of other components of emotional 

inteUigence because abiUties placed at the top of the hierarchy have ev-olved 

fiom those placed at the lower levels. Tlius, how weU an mdividual 

regulates his/her emotions is an indication of how he/she, say, perceives, 

appraises, and expresses emotions (Mayer & Salove}-, 1997). Literature 

concerning aspects of emotional inteUigence suggests that these do 

intercorrelate and are, at times, associated with positive work outcomes 

(Staw et al., 1994; Rafaeh & Sutton, 1989). 
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Positive and Negative Emotion Expression 

Staw et al. (1994) found that employee expression of positiv e 

emotions was associated more favorable supervisor evaluations (on quaht}', 

quantiti , creativiti', lateness, dependabUity, task affinit}', responsibUit}-, 

and getting along), higher pay raises, and more supervisor and coworker 

support. Their findings suggest that employees who express positive 

emotions whUe on the job mav receive more and bigger promotions, make 

better impressions upon chents, may be more in demand in terms of job 

opportunities, may be viewed as more trustu^orthv'. Apparend} , the abUity 

to express emotions (placed at the first level) facUitates mteUectual 

processing as "emotional states differentiaUv encourage specific problem 

approaches such as happiness facUitates inductive reasoning and creativiti'" 

(placed at the second lev-el) (Mayer & Salovey, 1997, p. 11). 

In addition, accurate expression of emotions in the w-orkplace is not 

confined to positive emotions. According to Rafaeh and Sutton (1989), 

displays of negativ-e emotionns can bring about a number of positive 

financial and occupational rewards. The expression of negative emotions is 

functional and sometimes required in certain professions (e.g., inspectors, 

bUl coUectors, interrogators). Some examples include poker players who 

exhibit aggression and hostihti to intimidate flieir opponents (Hayano, 

1982) and interrogators and bUl coUectors who utUize aggressive tactics to 

coerce confessions and payments (Arther & Caputo, 1959; HochscMd, 1983). 
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hi these hne of work, not being friendly may be what is takes to get an 

overdue customer to pa}' his/her biUs or a suspect to confess to a crime 

(RafaeU & Sutton, 1991). Negative emotions can be used stiategicaU} to 

influence others behaviors because " the behaviors of others is contingent, 

at least in part, on the emotions we display, and that consequentiy, 

expressed emotions can be eflectiv-e in influencing their behaviors" (Pfeffer, 

1992, p. 221). 

Emotion Identification and Empathy-

Therefore, the functionahty of emotionalit}' in the workplace may be 

determined by the accuracy of employees' appraisal and expression of 

emotions and how they use the emotional information to accomplish their 

tasks and handle yvork relationships. Studies conducted b}- Maver and 

Geher (1996) and Mayer et al. (1990) indicate there is a positiv-e relationship 

between emotion identification and levels of empathy. Empathy, defined as 

"the abiUty to comprehend another's feehngs and to re-experience them 

oneseU" (Salove}' & Mayer, 1989-1990, p. 194), can be critical to task 

accomplishment. As previously discussed. Baron (1990) observed that 

criticism, when deliv-ered nonconstiuctivel} , "would induce more negativ-e 

emotional reactions, stionger tendencies to handle conflict in relatively 

unadaptive ways (e.g., through avoidance rather than collaboration), and 

lower perceived task abUity" (Baron, 1990, p. 243). Thus, managerial 
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reactions to employee performance and sfyle of feedback dehver}' have an 

impact upon how employees may receive and incorporate the feedback. In 

fact, both managers and employees in Baron's study considered destructive 

criticism to be "a moderately important cause of conflict in their 

orgaruzations" (Baron, 1990, p. 235). A more accurate appraisal of and 

sensitivity to others' emotions would hav-e helped managers deal with the 

work situation more eflectiv-ely than the lack of empathy that the managers 

in Baron's study had exhibited. 

Empathy and Performance 

The fact that empathy is found to correlate with v-arious aspects of 

emotional inteUigence suggests a potential utUiti- in inv-estigating 

empathy's relationship to perfonnance. This investigation may provide 

information on how- empathy does relate to performance and whether this 

relationship resembles that between emotional inteUigence and 

performance. Organizational members would benefit from such 

exploratory efforts because "emotional economics affect financial 

economics" (Frankel & Ra}', 1996, p . 2). Empathy is critical to numerous 

professions such as those within social and clinical professions because a 

major aspect of flieir profession is their abiUty to know and understand how 

oflier people feel (MUler et al., 1995; Rames, 1990; Ross, 1993; Saari, 1994). 
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Also, with the changing face of the workforce, workers' abUity to empathize 

wUl aflect an organization's success at managing diversity (King, 1995). 

Emotion Regulation in the Workplace 

An understanding of emotionality can be facUitated b}' exploring 

research investigating emotions in the workplace. Some of the studies were 

not conducted with the framework of emotional inteUigence in mind, but 

may be included under the imibrella of the concept since they involv e 

v-arious components of the abihti'. One important component of emotional 

reasoning is the abiUty to regulate one's feelings and emotions. In itseU, 

this abUitv is critical for seU-efficacv in many domains, but more 

importantiy, what are the imphcations of one's abiUty to manage emotional 

experiences whUe on the job since so many other people and factors are 

inv-olv-ed? 

The inv-estigation of emotion regulation, sometimes also referred to 

as emotional or social competence, has not been lacking. However, many of 

the studies focused upon the dev-elopment of this abUity during chUdhood 

and adolescence and how parental sociahzation has aflected its development 

(Barde-Haring & SabateUi, 1997; Denham & Grout, 1993; Denham et al., 1997; 

Eisenberg & Fabes, 1995; Gamer, 1996; Hubbard & Coie, 1994; Rice et al., 

1997; Saami, 1997; SheUds et al., 1994). It is within flie domam of the work 

environment that a significant lack has been observed, but some examples 
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from this limited source are worth mentioning. These studies have 

examined regulatory processes that are iidierent to certain jobs such as in 

the service industr}- (HochschUd, 1983; Pennebaker, 1989; Pennebaker & 

Susman, 1988; Wharton, 1993; Wouters, 1989) and those not apart of die job 

but exist within the ev-eryday context of the organization itseU (Ashforth & 

Humphreys, 1995). 

Emotion Regulation Inherent to the Job 

Wouters (1989) noted that "with the expansion of the service industr}-, 

demands on emotion management have increased. As increasing numbers 

of people made their hving b}' performing emotional labor, they pressed 

each other to a presentation of seU that takes more of each other more into 

account" (Wouters, 1989, p. 448). For example, Hochschild (1983) 

inv-estigated how professionals, in particular fUght attendants, managed 

their pubhc displav-s of emotions. According to HochschUd, taking part in 

such regulatory- processes would prov-e to be emotionally demanding upon 

the employee, which he termed as emotional labor. In order for particular 

jobs to be characterized as involving emotional labor, the jobs must consist 

of (1) voice or facial contact with the public, (2) requirement of employees to 

induce an emotional state within the chent/customer, and (3) employers 

having some control over the emotional activities of their employees 

(HochschUd, 1983). Therefore, certain professions can involve more 
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emotional labor than others. His results were consistent with others 

investigating emotion regulation. Pennebaker (1989) and Pennebaker and 

Susman (1988) discovered that regulating one's feehngs (by activel}' 

avoiding tiaumatic experiences rather than confronting the experiences and 

the emotions associated with them) was associated with certain health 

hazards (i.e., cancer, hypertension, ulcers, influenza). Tlius, front-line 

workers frequentiy may be more at risk for psychological damage since 

"effectiv-e performance of emotional labor require that workers displa}-

emotions that they may not necessarUy feel" (Wharton, 1993, p. 209). 

HochschUd's concept of emotional labor has been criticized for its 

focus upon how certain jobs inv-olve more labor than others and not enough 

upon y\-hat factors are moderating or mediating the relationship betiveen 

job characteristics and amount of emotional labor (Wharton, 1993). Noting 

the gap in HochschUd's work, Wharton (1993) turned her attention toward 

investigating circumstances under which emotional labor mav result in 

positiv-e as weU as negative social-psychological consequences. Results of 

Wharton's investigation indicated that negativ-e consequences were not 

svstematicaUy observed across jobs characterized as involving emotional 

labor. The effects were related to levels of job autonomy, job involvement, 

and seU-monitoring (Wharton, 1993). Psychological exhaustion was 

associated with jobs characterized with less autonomy, longer tenure, and 

longer hours. Interestingly, contiary to the prediction that women would 
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suffer more than men from emotional labor due to differential treatment of 

their emotions, there was no significant difference betiveen the two genders. 

In fact, women reported higher levels of job satisfaction, suggesting that 

women are deriving something positive from their jobs (Wharton, 1993). It 

is uncertain why this occurred but, possibly, women are better at regulating 

their emotions than men or that women's emotional abihties provide a 

better match with jobs requiring emotional labor. More research is needed 

to address the complexity of such gender differences in the regulation of 

emotions. Also, since negativ^e consequences were not consistent for aU 

fiont-line occupations, attention to emotion regulation in other service 

industries mav- be fruitful. 

Emotion Regulation as a Result of Organizational 
Socialization 

The study of emotion regulation in the workplace has not been 

focused entirel}' upon regulation as a requirement of the job. Ashforth & 

Humphrey (1995) identified instances of emotion management, which have 

resulted from organizational culture rather than from the job itseU. In 

response to the predominant view that emotions are potentially destructive, 

many organizations have shaped their employees' regulation of emotional 

experiences and expression to reflect rationahty rather than emotionahty. 

Ashforth and Humphrey (1995) have argued that regulation of emotions in 
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the workplace was evident from uses of neutiahzing, buflering, prescribing, 

and normahzing to deal with emotions deemed as "unacceptable," 

"unavoidable," or "inherent" to certain situations and/or roles (Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1995, p. 104). For example, neutiahzing, used to prevent 

"sociaUy unacceptable emotions" from springing up, could be adopted in 

the foUowing situations: 

when a newly promoted person is tiansferred to a new 
department to avoid confounding her leadership role with her 
former coUegial role, a supervisor is counseled to aUow a 
cooUng down period before confrontmg wayward 
subordinates, soldiers are punished for fraternizing with the 
enemy, a person is prohibited from working in the same 
department as his spouse. (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995, 
pp. 104-106) 

Situations such as these are not uncommon and do iUustiate how certain 

regulatory responses would be considered as appropriate whUe others ma}' 

not. The evolution of what is deemed as sociaUy acceptable within an 

organization occurs "through observ-ation, imitation, instiuction, tiial and 

error, feedback, and reinforcement and punishment" (Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1995, p. 107). It is through tiiese channels that organizations 

wUl sociaUze their employees on how to behave emotionaUy. 

Emotion Regulation Versus Coping 

One important component of emotional reasoning is the abiUty to 

regulate one's feeUngs and emotions. According to Brenner and Salovey 
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(1997), emotion regulation is synommous to coping abiUties; both are 

"processes" used to "manage stiessful encounters" (Brenner & Salove}', 1997, 

p. 170). Both processes inv-olve strategies that exist along tivo dimensions: 

external/internal, which consists of altering die environment or die internal 

experience; and social-sohtar}-, which consists of behaviors done with or 

without other people (Brermer & Salov-ey, 1997). The coping analogs to the 

emotion regulation component are problem-focused coping (directed 

toward the source of the stress) and emotion-focused (directed toward the 

emotions being experienced) (Folkman & Lazarus, 1980). Indeed, the tivo 

concepts do sound simUar, but no attempt has been made to ensure diat the 

processes are in fact theoreticaUy- one and the same. U coping and emotion 

regulation represents a single constiuct, then ov-erlap between the tivo 

abiUties should be observ-ed. It would be important to determine the nature 

of the relationship betw^een emotion regulation and coping in order to 

imderstand the complexity behind the abihty that Mayer and Salovey 

proposed to be the most integrativ-e of the four major processes reflecting 

emotional intelhgence (Mayer & Salove}', 1997). 

Furthermore, this inv-estigation wUl shed hght upon how the process 

of emotion regulation and coping is significant to performance. As 

prev-iously stated, studies on emotion regulation have been conducted. 

However, much of this Uterature focus upon the childhood and adolescence 

stages and on how parents influence the development of the abUity to 
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regulate emotions (Barde-Haring & SabateUi, 1997; Denham & Grout, 1993; 

Denham et al., 1997; Eisenberg & Fabes, 1995; Garner, 1996; Hubbard & Coie, 

1994; Rice et al., 1997; Saami, 1997; SheUds et al., 1994). The few stiidies fliat 

inv-olv-e the work domain hav-e exarrdned regulator}' processes diat are 

inherent to certain jobs, such as in the service industiy, and those not part of 

the job but existing within the everyday context of the organization itseU. 

Thus, there is a need to examine the specific ties that emotion regulation and 

coping have with performance rather than just job characteristics 

(Hochschild, 1983; Pennebaker, 1989; Pennebaker & Susman, 1988) or 

organizational sociahzation (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995). 

Performance imder Stiessful Conditions 

There exists a wide body of hterature on the effects of stiess in the 

y\-orkpIace, w-hich indicate a significant relationship beti\-een stiess and a 

number of adv-erse work-related outcomes. Stiess has frequently been 

associated with decUnes in productiv-ity and job satisfaction, as weU as 

increases in absenteeism, turnover, and psychological and medical health 

problems (Cooper & Pa}'ne, 1988; Karasek & TheoreU, 1990; Keita & Sauter, 

1992; Perrewe, 1991; Quick et al., 1992). These negative outcomes are 

consistent to findings observ-ed in a comprehensive, nationwide surve}' that 

Northwestern National life Insurance Company (1991) conducted on 600 

full-time employees drawn randoml}' for a 15-minute telephone interview. 
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Northwestern was interested in identify-ing the extent, causes, costs, and 

solutions to problems resulting from work-related stress. Their research 

findings indicate that stiess does significanflv aflect the quaUty of employee 

performance, psychological and physical health, and job satisfaction. 

Almost two-thirds (72%) of the surveyed employees reported three or more 

stress-related incidents. Almost one-third (34%) considered quitting their 

jobs because of the stress they were experiencing, and one-third (34%) 

behev-ed that they- would eventuaUv burnout in the next year or so. Also, 

69% reported that stiess did cause them to be less productive, 17% miss one 

or more work da}-s, and 14% left their previous jobs (Northwestern Life 

Insurance Company, 1991). 

Ev-idenfly, Northwestem's study along with many others emphasize 

how detiimental stiess mav' become if left immanaged or unnoticed. More 

employers should address the stiess issue since the organization wiU 

ultimately incur both financial and non-financial costs as a result of job 

stress. In addition, most employees perceiv-e the responsibUity of 

remedv-ing stress-related problems to Ue upon the employers' shoulders. 

Referring back to Northwestem's study, 91% of the employees felt 

employers should be responsible for taking actions to reduce job stiess, and 

that health and disabiUty plans should cover such related incidents 

(Northwestern National Life Insurance Company, 1991). Indeed, 

organizations are becoming more involv-ed in the implementation of 
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interv-ention programs to help reduce or, at least, manage the ongoing 

stress. These programs do appear to be successful in fliat incidents of stiess-

related Ulnesses, productiviti' declines, burnouts, absenteeism, and 

turnovers are less common in organizations that hav-e such programs 

(Northwestern life Insurance Company, 1991). Thus, employers can target 

most problems that are associated with stiess bv' providing care that 

addresses specific needs developed as a result of job stiess. 

Furthermore, although numerous studies are av-aUable on stiess in 

the workplace, interpretations about the relationship betiveen stiess and a 

number of negative work and health outcomes are limited. Indeed, stiess 

does appear to affect employee performance and health, but a number of 

empirical inconsistencies hav-e made interpretations about fliis relationship 

unclear. This difficulty may be due to differences in how occupational stiess 

has been defined (Kasl, 1978; Schuler, 1980), to a focus upon job 

characteristics (Schuler, 1991), to stress-related consequences (Schuler, 1991), 

or to an imprecise measurement (SpeUberger & Reheiser, 1994 

On the other hand, such ambiguities may relate to emotional 

reasoning abUities. Possibly, how an individual performs under stiess is a 

function of their emotional inteUigence. This raises the question of whether 

individuals are able to utihze their emotional reasoning skiUs to regulate 

themselv-es under stressful conditions. Numerous studies have been 

conducted on how individuals utiUze coping stiategies to hancUe stiess 
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(Bolger, 1990; Crocker & Graham, 1995; GaUagher, 1996; Hane}- & Long, 

1995; Hobfol et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1993; McDonald & KorabU^, 1991; Nezu & 

Nezu, 1987; Stiutton & Lumpkm, 1993; Wright, 1990),but fliese studies have 

dealt with the coping constiuct rather than specificaUv- with emotional 

UiteUigence or its components. In addition, examination of the extant 

Uterature concerning the relationship betu-een performance and coping 

abiUties hav-e indicated a significant number of inconsistencies. First, some 

researchers have found that coping styles are associated with performance 

outcomes (Haney & Long, 1995; Stinitton & Lumpkm, 1993; Wright, 1990). 

For example, problem-focused coping stiategies are associated with higher 

performance (Haney & Long, 1995; Wright, 1990), whereas, emotions-

focused coping stiategies are negativ-ely related to performance (Hane}- & 

Long, 1995). Also, it has been suggested that problem-focused coping is 

more likely to lead to success in sales performance because this ti'pe of 

coping style is associated with optimism. An optimistic individual who 

uses problem-focused stiategies to deal with stiess is believed to be more 

Uke to attempt to remove barriers to goal achiev-ement versus a pessimistic 

individual (Stiutton & Lumpkin, 1993). 

Howev-er, despite these findings, other studies have not been able to 

rephcate such relationships (Bolger, 1990; GaUagher, 1996; Lee et al., 1993; 

Strumpf et al., 1987). In GaUagher's (1996) investigation of how personality 

types and coping stiategies influence performance, coping profiles of high 
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achiev-ing intioverts did not resemble profiles of high achieving extioverts. 

That is, coping stiategies that aUowed intioverts to achieve liigh academic 

performance were not simUar to patterns exhibited bv high performing 

extioverts. Thus, a specific coping pattern could not be hnked with high 

performance. Also, Endler and Parker (1994) found that emotions-focused 

coping was not negativ-ely associated with performance as Hanev and Long 

(1995). Ambiguous findings concerning the relationship betiveen coping 

and performance also were evident in Bolger (1990), Lee et al. (1993), and 

Strumpf et al. (1987). Other inconsistencies have related to gender 

differences. Confrary to Folkman and Lazarus (1980) and Hobfol et al. 

(1994), males were not more likely to use problem-focused coping than 

females (Crocker & Graham, 1995; McDonald & Korabik, 1991; Nezu & 

Nezu, 1987). 

Since a significant number of inconsistencies concerning the 

relationship between coping and performance exist, further inv-estigation 

betiveen these two variables is needed. Such an investigation also would 

include the emotional inteUigence construct and may help answer the 

question of whether individuals with higher EQ would be more successful 

than those with lower EQ at accomphshing their tasks whUe imder stiess 

since emotional intelUgence is shown to positively relate to perfonnance at 

BeU Labs (KeUey and Caplan, 1993) and Metlife (SeUgman, 1990). Emotional 

intelUgence may relate to how individuals handle stiess in that the emotion 
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regulation component of emotional intelUgence is proposed to represent 

the same construct as coping (Brenner & Salove}-, 1997). Therefore, if 

emotion regulation and coping are simUar abUities, emotional intelUgence 

and its components may relate to how individuals handle stiess. A 

complete understanding of emotional inteUigence can be further enhanced 

b}' examining how emotional inteUigence does aflect performance under 

v-arying conditions such as stiess. 
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APPENDDC B 

EMPATHY SCALE (MEHRABIAN & EPSTTIN, 
1972)-MODn^IED 

Please read each of the foUowing items and mdicate the extent to which }-ou 
agree with each of the statements. Rate each item according to the 
foUowing scale: 

(a) Strongly disagree 
(b) Moderately disagree 
(c) Disagree 
(d) Neutral 
(e) Agree 
(f) Moderately agree 
(g) Strongly agree 

1. It makes me sad to see a lonely stianger in a group. 
2. People make too much of the feelings and sensitivity of animals. 
3. I often find pubhc displays of affection annoying. 
4. I am armoyed by unhappy people who are just sorry- for themselv-es. 
5. I become nervous U others around me seem to be nervous. 
6. I find it siUy for people to cr}- out of happiness. 
7. I tend to get emotionaU}' inv-olv-ed with a friend's problems 
8. Sometimes the words of a love song can mov-e me deeph . 
9. I tend to lose contiol when I am brmging bad news to people. 
10. The people around me hav-e a great influence on my moods. 
11. Most foreigners I have met seemed cool and unemotional. 
12. I would rather be a social worker than work in a job tiaining center, 
13. I don't get upset just because a friend is acting upset. 
14. I Uke to watch people open presents. 
15. Lonely people are probably unfriendly. 
16. Seeing people cry- upsets me. 
17. Some songs make me happ}'. 
18.1 reaUy get involv-ed with the feelings of the characters in a nov-el. 
19.1 get very- angry when I see someone being Ul-tieated. 
20.1 am able to remain cahn even through those around me worry 
21. When a friend starts to talk about his problems, I ti} to start the 

conversations to something else. 
22. Another's laughter is not catcliuig for me. 
23. Sometimes at the movies I am amused by the amount of crying and 

sniffing around me. 
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24.1 am able to make decisions without being influenced b}' people's 
feelings. 

25.1 carmot continue to feel OK U people around me are depressed. 
26. It is hard for me to see how some things upset people too much. 
27.1 am very upset when I see an animal in pain. 
28. Becoming inv-olved in books in music is a htfle sUl}'. 
29.1 upsets me to see helpless people. 
30.1 become more irritated than sympathetic when I see someone's tears. 
31.1 become v-ery- involv-ed when I watch a mov-ie. 
32.1 often find that I can remain cool in spite of the excitement around me. 
33. Little chUdren sometimes cry- for no apparent reasons. 
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APPENDIX C 

WAYS OF COPUIG CHECKLIST -REVISED 
(VTTALIANO, RUSSO, CARR, MAIURO, 

& BECKER, 1985) 

Remember a recent event that you considered to be highly stiessful. Please 
read each item below and indicate the extent to which you felt hke using the 
behav-ior when you experienced this highly stiessful event. Rate each item 
according to the foUowing scale: 

(a) Nev-er used 
(b) Sometimes used 
(c) Moderately used 
(d) Frequenfly used 
(e) Always used 

1. Bargained or compromised to get something positive from the situation. 
2. Concentrated on something good that could come out of the whole 

thing. 
3. Tried not to b u m my bridges behind me, but left things open somewhat. 
4. Changed or grew- as a person in a good way . 
5. Made a plan of action and foUowed it. 
6. Accepted the next best thing to what I wanted. 
7. Came out of the experience better than when I went in. 
8. Tried not to act too hastUv or foUow ni}- own hunch. 
9. Changed something so things would turn out aU right. 
10. Just took thmgs one step at a time. 
11.1 know what had to be done, so I doubled my efforts and tried harder to 

make things work. 
12. Came up with a couple of different solutions to the problem. 
13. Accepted my stiong feelings, but didn't let them interfere with other 

things too much. 
14. Changed something about myseU so I could deal with the situation 

better. 
15. Stood my ground and fought for what I wanted. 
16. Talked to someone to find out about the situation. 
17. Accepted sympathy and understanding from someone. 
18. Got professional help and did what they recommended. 
19. Talked to someone who could do something about the problem. 
20. Asked someone I respected for adv-ice and followed it. 
21. Talked to someone about how I was feeling. 
22. Blamed y ouiseU. 
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23. Criticized or lectured yourseU. 
24. ReaUzed you brought the problem on yourself 
25. Hoped a miracle would happen. 
26. Wished I was a stionger person—more optimistic and forceful. 
27. Wished that I could change what had happened. 
28. Wished I could change the way I felt. 
29. Day-dreamed or imagined a better time or place than the one I was in. 
30. Had fantasies or wishes about how things might turn out. 
31. Thought about fantasies or unreal things (Uke perfect rev-enge or finding 

a mUUon doUars) that made me feel better. 
32. Wished the situation would go awav or somehow be finished. 
33. Went on as U nothmg had happened. 
34. Felt bad that I couldn't avoid the problem. 
35. Kept my feelings to myseU. 
36. Slept more than usual. 
37. Got mad at the people or things that caused the problem. 
38. Tried to forget the whole thing. 
39. Tried to make nwseU feel better b}- eating, drinking, smokuig, taking 

medications. 
40. Avoided bemg w-ith people in general. 
41. Kept others from knowing how bad things were. 
42. Refused to behev-e it had happened. 
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APPENDIX D 

EASY AND DIFFICULT LISTS OF ANAGRAMS 
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Table 61. Easy List of Anagrams (GiUiooly & Johnson, 1978). 

ANAGRAM 
YQERU 
HTMON 
BNHUC 
CHITP 
CNHLU 
TRHIM 
IJNOT 
EUNDC 
LCKUP 
JEGUD 
HSAFL 
CNIHF 
OWAMN 
ACNFY 
OWNLC 
HMIEC 
HTIWD 
NOEHY 
HNDUO 
CIAHR 
ZLTWA 
LAKPN 
AUGRD 
NRTOF 
NIRDK 
NEIBR 
RCNHA 
HSLAC 
OCPHR 
HECPR 

SOLUTION 
QUERY 
MONTH 
BUNCH 
PITCH 
LUNCH 
MKTH 
JODSFT 
DUNCE 
PLUCK 
JUDGE 
FLASH 
FINCH 
WOMAN 
FANC\^ 
CLOWN 
CHUVIE 
WIDTH 
HONEY 
HOUND 
CHAm 
WALTZ 
PLANK 
GUARD 
FRONT 
DRINK 
BRINE 
RANCH 
CLASH 
PORCH 
PERCH 

SOLUTION SCORE^ 
44 
41 
41 
40 
39 
38 
37 
37 
36 
36 
36 
36 
35 
35 
35 
35 
34 
34 
32 
32 
31 
31 
31 
30 
30 
30 
29 
29 
28 
28 

* A solution score (0-45) is the number of individuals who solved the anagrani 

correctly. 
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Table 62. DUficult List of Anagrams (GUhooh- & Johnson, 1978). 

ANAGRAM 
BOTm 
HAEN^' 
YAORV 
IUN\T 
CRIAV 
KTENO 
GBRIA' 
TELSY 
OUSTC 
NRCIA 
OFREC 
ONGYA 
GBTIO 
ECRVO 
GIFTH 
HRCUS 
RETIV 
LTIGN 
HLVOE 
FTEIH 
UVtENC 
KASNC 
EMOtT^ 
AVTLU 
MACPR 
ORDCW 
GEVOL 
KRTCU 
ADEBL 
TCUON 

SOLUTION 
ORBIT 
H\T:NA 
OVARY 
UNTH' 
VICAR 
TOKEN 
RUGBY 
STM.E 
SCOUT 
CAIRN 
FORCE 
AGON\^ 
BIGOT 
COVER 
FIGHT 
CRUSH 
RIVET 
GLINT 
HOVEL 
THIEF 
MUSFCE 
SNACK 
MERCY 
VAULT 
CRAMP 
CROWD 
GLOVE 
TRUCK 
BLADE 
COUNT 

SOLUTION SCORE^ 
2 
3 
6 

9 
10 
10 
12 
12 
13 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
16 
17 
17 
18 
18 
19 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
21 
21 

A solution score (0-45) is the number of individuals who solved the anagrani correctly-
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Table 63. Correlation Matrix for the MEK, Empath}, and Coping Scales. 

Scales 

a. 1 
Perceiving 

b. .165 1 
S^'nesthesia * 

c. Feeling 
Biases 
d. Blends 

.173 
* 

.020 

.163 
• * • 

.077 
1 

-.071 1 

e -.035 .197 .022 .145 1 
Progression * * 

t .113 .001 .087 -.033 .066 1 
Transition 

g. Relativity- .040 .101 .080 .144 .097 .105 1 

h M a n . .206 .190 .166 .077 .134 .087 -.052 1 
Othere * * * 

i.Man. .228 .155 .155 .093 .064 .144 -.069 .452 1 
Oneself * . . 

j . Empathy -.132 -.051 .012 .085 .134 .048 .186 -.028 -.032 1 

k. Problem- -.138 -.181 -.101 -.012 -.050 -.021 .075 -.101 -.125 .180 1 
tocused * + 
coping 
1. Emotions^ .004 -.120 -.066 -.137 .081 .106 .087 -.170 -.094 .175 .042 
tocused + * 
Coping 

Note: * Correla t ion significant at p<.05. 
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Table 64. Simimar}- of CH^eraU Findings. 

Hypothesis Variables Support 
l a EQ*Taskl,Task2,Overall 

huU 
lb EQ*IQ 

huU 
Ic 

3c 

3d 

3e 

Taskl,Task2,Overall=IQ+EQ 
Taskl,TAsk2, Overall=IQ+EQcomps 

Empath}=IQ+EQ 
Empath} =IQ+EQcomps 

Prob-foc=IQ+EQ 
Prob-foc=IQ+EQcomps 

Emot-focused 

ME*WOCC(both) 

EQ*Prob-focused 
EQ*Emot-focused 

Taskl=Man+Prob+Emot 
Task2=Man+Prob+Emot 
Overall=Man+Prob+Emot 

no 
yes 
Ambiguous 
no 
ves 
Ambiguous 
no 
ves 
no 
Ambiguous 

2a 

2b 

2c 

3a 

3b 

Empathy*Perceiving 

Empathy*EQ 

Empathy*Taskl 
Empathy*Task2 

Empathy*Overall 

MEOT*Prob-focused 

MES*Emot-focused 

-

ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 

-, ns 

-, ns 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

ns 
s 

ns 

No 

No 

FuU 
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Table 64. Continued. 

Hypothesis 
4a 

4b 

4c 

4d 

4e 

Variables 
Low Stress Mean>High Stiess Mean 

Performance decrements due to EQ 

Performance decrements due to Empathv 

Performance decrements due to Coping 

Performance decrements due to 
EQxEmpathyxCoping 

Support 
taskl,overall 

Ambiguous 
ns 

No 
taskl 

Ambiguous 
prob-foc 

Ambiguous 
ns 

No 

Note: s=signficant correlation, ns=nonsignificant correlation, no=EQ variance did not exceed 
IQ variance, yes=EQ variance did exceed IQ variance, (- )=a negative correlation was found; 
variables Listed in the support column indicate signficant predictions were made for those 
variables. 
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